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November is upon us with the last few 
races you can run in shorts. The state 
high school, college, and AAU cross-
country events will be decided as well 
as numerous turkey trots and Veterans 
Day runs.
The gentleman barrister from Down East 
is back for his final gasp of ’80 be-
fore they take in the boats and bahk the 
houses and get ready to settle in for 
the long, looooooong Washington County 
winter. Our knight of the probate court 
will sally forth again at the first sign 
of a crocus peaking out of the snow 
along the wall of the Washington County 
Courthouse. Perhaps his next quest will 
be for the perfectly flat marathon at 
Virginia Beach on the Ides of March.
Skip was in for his monthly extraction 
and I managed to pull a blurb about O.J. 
Logue from his pen. Watch for the two 
races this month that will aid O.J.’s 
trip to the Deaf Olympics.
Wendy Sayres fills the "Mainely About 
Women” column with some beautiful is-
land runs that might convince you to 
stop racing on the weekends and start 
island hopping.
There’s still plenty of room on the 
Bermuda trip, but time is drawing close. 
Entry into the 10K race or marathon 
must be postmarked no later than the 
9th of January. See me about an entry
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Benjamins thru the Gasping Gobbler
P.C.I.
The extraordinary Phil Stuart runs his 
first marathon. Deke’s views on PEI.
fflainetu /IboutUlomen
Wendy Sayres island hopping.
SECOND m
Andy’s marathon & Hank’s 10K race.Saariag ai...
Shoe survey’s and O.J. run.
At ESac®s
Kingfield, Autumn Gold and Casco Bay.
Tlh® P&ck
A new Pack photo!
Maine Running is published monthly 
in Bangor.
Editor: Robert Booker
P.0. Box 259 
E. Holden, Me. 04429
telephone: 843-6262
Cover: Mike Gaige of Bangor finishing
the 1980 Kingfield 10K in 4th place.
He won Bar Harbor and was 3rd in Casco 
Bay this year. Watch for him in ’81.
Benjamin’s 10K. 1 P.M. See flyer in October issue.




THE ROWDY ULTRA - A 50 MILE RACE. See flyer in September issue. 
THE SEMPER FIVE FOOT RACE. 1 P.M. See flyer.
WISCASSET 4.5 MILE VETERANS' DAY ROAD RACE AND 1.5 MILE "FUN RUN" 
See flyer.
1ST ANNUAL VETERANS DAY 13 MILER. Augusta, 10:00 A.M. See flyer.
LOST VALLEY 15KILOMETER ROAD RACE. Auburn, 10:30 A.M. at Lost 
Valley Ski Area. Age group awards by Maple Hill Pottery and the 
Ski Rack. $3.00 race day, $2.00 in advance. Contact: Donna Day 
Auburn Parks & Rec. Dept. Hasty Community Ctr. Pettengill Park, 
Auburn, Maine 04210. Tel. 784-0191.
MAINE MASTERS’ FALMOUTH 6 MILER. 12:00 from Falmouth High.





AAU REGION # 1 QUALIFYING CROSS-COUNTRY MEET FOR THE NATIONALS. 
Spring Valley Country Club, Scarborough.
CAPE ELIZABETH TURKEY TROT. Larry Greer 799-4578
1ST CONSUMERS GASPING GOBBLER. Augusta, 10:00 A.M. See flyer.
Watch for the 10K pledge race in Orono, tentatively scheduled for 
November 15th (Skip at 947-6880) or a 4^ Mile entry fee run in 
Windham tentatively on November 16th (Danny Paul 892-8908) Help 
O.J. bring back the gold.
BERMUDA 10K & MARATHON. Jan 24-25. See flyer.
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT OF MAINE RUNNING MAGAZINE
Order your Maine Running T-Shirt Today.
Many different styles and colors
N ame____________________________________
Ad d r e s s_________________________________
________________ Zip_____________
Size xs s m 1 xl
SECOND WIND
Andy Palmer told me back in September during a training run in Boston that he 
thought he was capable of running a 2:13 at Toronto on October 5th. Well, his 
boss, Bill Rodgers, turned a 2:14:46 to win that race and I’m sure Mr. Palmer 
showed no signs of regret in burning a 2:17:24 for 4th. To the best of my knowledge 
that is the fastest marathon time ever run by a Maine native. And there’s much 
more to come!
Jack Linnell is writing a column now in "New England Running”. Pick up a copy and 
check it out.
The December issue of Maine Running will contain a Race Director’s Mini-Clinic.
If anyone would like to share some ideas that have worked for them send them along.
My big (5’7”) brother, Dick, just ran his first marathon on 25 miles a week and 
less than a years training. He experienced the Tacoma Marathon in 4:08:35.
Rumor has it that Hank Pfiffle wasn’t at the Casco Bay Marathon because he was 
running a sub-29 minute 10K in Massachusetts.
New officers have been elected in the Capitol Joggers. Greg Nelson is the 
new Prez, Bob Jolicoeur is the vice-president, Nelson Belisle - Treaurer and 
Gary Barrett - Secretary.
Marjory Lalime, a Registered Dietitian, will be sharing some sound nutritional 
advice with us in the December issue. She is new to road racing and runs out of 
the "Waterville area.
Visit otir "running information center" 
for the latest area activities, race applic-
ations and running publications. Run in 
to see us soon.
From beginning joggers to veteran runners, 
many rewarding experiences start with a visit 
to The Good Sports in Brunswick. We know 
running. We speak running. We ARE run-
ners—all of us! We enjoy it and would 
like to help you enjoy it too. Choose 
from many depaendable brand names, i
Monday through Thursday 9:30-5:30, 
Fri. 9:30-6 Sat. 9-5 / 729-9949
O.J. Logue battles for 3rd in the 
World Games For the Deaf Trials
;■ ?---s
Come... Run on Prince Edward Island
by DEKE TALBOT
AS MUCH AS I love travelling 
to races, I always need two kicks 
in the rear to do it.
Last winter the preparations 
of training partner Mike Worcester 
and a P.T. Barnum pep talk from 
Bob Booker convinced me to blow my 
entire year’s travel budget on a 
three-day junket to the Bermuda 
Marathon. I thought, after that,
I would be content with local races 
for the rest of the year; in fact, 
there were so many local races that 
I was reluctant to consider missing 
one in order to travel out-of-state.
I did have one siege of dementia, 
brought on by undue influence of the 
Rowdies, and travelled to Lake Wara- 
maug, Connecticut (as reported by 
this chronicler in another adventure- 
story) , but I recovered with suprising 
quickness.
I was finding myself recovering 
from even long races with virtually no 
interruption in training. My body felt 
more and more durable as the year pro-
gressed. Why, suddenly after two years 
of lackluster performing, was I impro-
ving again? I looked at my daily train-
ing log. Every third day or so, I saw 
the notation, "With Phil today”. That 
explained it.
Phil Stuart began running with Mike 
and me occasionally last year, and he 
constantly tried to push the pace des-
pite the obvious effort it took for 
him. He had a brief high-school back-
ground in cross-country 15 years ago, 
and had played basketball and soft- 
ball with abandon ever since, but in 
the intervening years he had also 
eaten and smoked with equal abandon.
Now, this AA-type fireplug had thrown 
away the butts, pushed himself away 
from the table, and was determined to 
give running a fair try.
Mike and I were afraid that he 
would burn himself out, but Phil Stuart 
does not like to do anything poorly, and 
he bided his time. By the end of 1979 we 
could see significant improvement.
When Phil unveiled himself for the 
1980 season, he had finished dropping off 
the last of 35 cumbersome pounds, and he 
was ready to roll. He didn’t seem to under-
stand, though, that he didn’t need to put 
himself through the same effort in workouts 
that was required when those 35 pounds were 
still loosely attached. Now, when Mike and I 
drove up to his door at 6 a.m., we were 
apprehensive. Phil would come out and imme-
diately tune in to a 7-minute pace. Some-
times I got angry and tried to surge on him, 
but he kept up easily. The day after these 
shakedown workouts I could only slowly shuffle 
out the door by myself. Hard day, easy day;
I was getting stronger without knowing it.
1 just thought I was getting old.
It didn’t make me feel any younger when 
Phil gunned by me in the Goldsmith’s 14- 
miler, but at least he wasn’t such a riddle 
any more. He wasn’t my puppy any longer, but 
my rival. With a supreme effort at Camden I 
was able to beat him, which put the world 
back on its axis. Far from being discouraged, 
he went on to win a race at St. Andrews. But, 
in the style he had developed whenever he 
ran an extraordinarily good race, he sounded 
as if he had done a lousy job.
"It was a small field, not very good.
The course was 5.1 miles, probably measured 
by car. My time was 27:42 or something like 
that, but it was a cool day and a flat course."
He sounded as if he were asking for a 
pardon for running such a lackluster race.
In midsummer, Phil let me know that he 
wanted to run a marathon. Having raced in 
Canada frequently, he knew of a race on Prince 
Edward Island in September. "I’ll just stride 
through it, play it safe, run a 3:20 or some-
thing," he said. He was going to camp out for 
a couple of nights, and I was welcome to go 
up with him. I started to take a look at my 
fall racing schedule. Did I really need to 
run the Bar Harbor 13-miler full out?
I needed that extra shot in the rear ’ 
commit myself; Bob Booker provided it. Of- 
handedly I mentioned the race to him. "Yeah, 
I’m going up. So’s Carol Roy, Mike Gaige,
Cindy Lowry and maybe some others. I think
there’s a team prize.” P.T. Booker 
was working his magic on me again.
~> cue, I then received an unsolicited
a try form from the organizers of the 
P.E.I. Roadrunner’s Marathon. Fate was 
giving me my marching orders. I signed 
up.
In about two weeks I began picking 
up reams of material sent to me by the 
marathon committee. Maps, schedules of 
places to stay and things to do, a 
blow-by-blow description of the course, 
excerpts of Runner’s World articles on 
marathon training; even a packet of red 
soil to act as a charm. After Labor Day 
there was a Prince Edward Island tourism 
advertising blitz, with singers pleading, 
"Come on ooover," to a tune which soon 
was replaying itself constantly in my head.
My mileage was up to 80 per week, 
much of it with Phil. He sounded a little 
apprehensive, despite a strong mileage 
base, because he had only a few races in 
the 10-mile range or more. I advised 
him to be cautious, hoping that he 
would be encouraged to run another mara-
thon seriously later. I realized that he 
was apprehensive because his expectations 
were rising. "If I could manage a 3:10,
I’d be satisfied," he said.
On the Sunday before the race Phil 
and I went out for a 20-mile run, and as 
we plugged along he began wondering out 
loud what a 3-hour marathon felt like.
"As long as I’m going up there and paying 
to run, I might as well get my money’s 
worth," he said. I didn’t know how, or 
even whether, to discourage him. He was 
so used to a 7-minute mile pace, even in 
practice, that a slower pace might screw 
up his stride, and cause him a slower, 
more painful pace than necessary.
When Phil decided to run at a 3- 
hour pace and maintain it as long as he 
could, I didn’t object. He was out of my 
control anyway, and I knew he was in 
shape to hold that pace until very close 
to the finish. He wouldn’t have to 
shuffle very far.
In order for me to travel and stay 
with Phil, I had to get my own tent, and I 
had ordered an L.L. Bean Timberline for 
the purpose. The tent was really a birth-
day present for my father, but his birth-
day was the day before the race, when
I would be gone. I gave him his present 
two days early, we practiced setting it 
up, and then I packed it up and took it 
away. Happy Birthday, Dad.
On the early afternoon of Friday,
September 12, Phil, his wife Cheri and 
baby daughter Heather drove to my office 
for me to load my gear. She was the packing 
officer, and did a miracle: Running bags, 
camping gear, tents, coolers, baby stroller ! 
and safety seat...as I coiled myself in 
for the long trip, I apprehensively won-
dered what the return trip would be like.
Bob Booker and his crew had made 
their own arrangements for reaching the 
Island, so we might not meet until the 
race itself. I had secret thoughts that 
Bob might not make it at all. When I asked 
him how he would be going, he told me he 
was taking Route 1 from Bangor to Calais 
instead of Route 9, adding over 40 miles 
to his trip. "The scenery’s better," he 
explained.
Through the afternoon Phil drove 
through the New Brunswick countryside, re-
jecting any offers from me to share in the 
driving. He was trying to reach the Island 
before dark, but he didn’t slacken pace 
even when we knew it was hopeless. At 
dusk we arrived at Cape Tourmentine, New 
Brunswick, site of the ferry terminal for 
the crossing to the Island. It was evident 
that we would have a considerable wait 
for the next ferry.
Cape Tourmentine juts out toward the 
Island, creating a temptingly short nine- 
mile crossing to the Island. From time 
immemorial the Islanders have proposed 
grandiose projects such as a causeway or 
an underwater tunnel to forge the missing 
link with the Mainland. They held back 
from committing themselves to the project, 
however; like Islanders everywhere, they 
feel that they have a special bond that 
cannot be shared with mainlanders but 
may be endangered if their moat were 
breached.
A powerful wind was blowing when we 
drove onto the ferry. When we left the 
car and walked up to the passenger-decks, 
we found no nonsmoking areas. Cheri took 
the baby back down to the car; while she 
stayed there, Phil and I walked the wind-
H
blown decks. The Canadian smokers had a 
decided preference for the romantic, lethal 
lung-busting brands such as Player’s and 
Duke of Durham, and we wanted no part of 
it.
After 45 minutes of fighting the wind 
and watching other vehicles lurch about 
on the heaving car deck, we were in de-
lightful humor. We were dog-tired as we 
debarked in Borden, P.E.I., but at least 
Phil knew where he was going. He made a 
beeline for a travel park at Brackley 
Beach, on the north shore. The park 
attendant was gone when we arrived but 
the gate was not barred, so we drove in 
and found a site. Fortunately the park 
was well-lit, and we slapped our tents 
up.
The baby Heather, overtired by the 
ordeal, began to fret. Phil began to 
cheerlead her back to sleep. "Gully- 
gullygully," he muttered. "Gullygully- 
gully," she gurgled back. "That’s right, 
gullygullygully," he said in triumph.
My tent up, I slipped my foam pad 
and sleeping bag inside, pulling in my 
racing gear behind me. I zipped up the 






SATURDAY MORNING was clear, almost 
achingly beautiful, as September days 
are prone to be. I crawled out of my 
tent to find Phil dressed for a run. The 
day before a Marathon? I usually was 
afraid of any activity for 72 hours before 
such a race, but I needed to uncoil after 
the long car ride, and maybe I could shift 
my glycogen load around and repack it more 
efficiently. I told him a 3-mile jog would 
be fine, and we began loping toward Brack- 
ley Beach. Phil assured me it was only 3 
miles out and back, although he had run 
over the same area two years ago when it 
had felt like 6 miles. After 15 minutes
of passing the round haystacks and red 
soil of the farms, with no Brackley 
Beach in sight, I muttered, "You 
thought it was 6 miles because it is 6 
miles." I convinced him to turn back.
We drove into Charlottetown, to a 
free pancake breakfast which the race 
organizers had arranged for us. As I knew, 
the free breakfast of 6 pancakes and tea 
was insufficient for my needs, no matter 
how I doused them with syrup. We made 
plans for lunch as we drove to the local 
Recreation Center, where we would pick up 
our registration packets and undergo a 
brief medical checkup.
"100 over 70. If it gets any lower, 
you’ll faint," said the doctor as he took 
my blood pressure. A tremendous ego boost;
I knew then that I was ready. Before Phil 
and I left, we saw Bob Booker; somehow, 
he had made it after all.
On our way back to the campsite, we 
stopped for food and beer. Phil, the old 
hand at travelling and surviving in Canada, 
knew that he had to buy beer at the liquor 
stores, and they would close at 6 p.m. 
Saturday. Our poor compatriots would hunt 
in vain on Sunday for a place to buy beer 
after the race. Would we see them to warn 
them in time?
After our hearty lunch, Phil pulled 
out a handsaw and began cutting up a 
blown-down birch tree near the tents. He 
didn’t seem capable of physical inactivity 
for any length of time. Rationizing that 
I would only be working the upper body,
I joined him, and within an hour we had 
rendered the tree into stove-length 
rounds, neatly piled. "Ah, I’ve earned a 
golden light," said Phil as he reached 
into the beer cooler.
After a short nap we drove out for 
a look at the course. First, we stopped 
at Brackley Beach, where we walked over 
the dunes to get a full view. What I saw 
was a perfect reproduction of the crystal-
line memory I had held since I last visit-
ed the Island at the age of ten. The surf, 
driven by the previous night’s wind, 
rolled in straight rows onto the pristine, 
ochre-colored sand, which was as fine as 
talcum powder. Not a soul was in sight.
iV
Buoyed by such scenery, we drove to the 
.rathon’s starting-line at Cavendish, which
reatured a similar beach. The view was sim-
ilar, but this time there were some people 
on the beach. I took off my shoes, walked 
toward them, and saw Bob Booker. He had 
joined a group of the runners touring the 
course. He looked pale.
"Did you see that course? Those hills 
are ridiculous! Why, there’s one at 17 
miles that will shake you to pieces, and 
another at 21 that’ll bury you!"
Phil was standing behind me, scowling 
at this messenger of doom.
"How do you rate the course?" I asked.
"Tougher than the Bunyan. Tougher than 
Nike/Maine Coast. Tougher than CASCO BAY," 
Bob cried in a litany of woe.
I turned away and took Phil aside. 
"Don’t worry," I said. "Some of these Bangor 
people think that hills are something to 
pussyfoot around, but we’ve tackled them 
head-on. Let’s look at the course and I’ll 
give you my opinion."
We went to the car and started out 
along the course. The first 5 miles followed 
the beach and were, as we expected, flat.
We drove on to North and South Rustico, 
and the hills were evident; some were fairly 
long, but none seemed steep. I looked close-
ly, trying to calculate the toll each hill 
would take. At the 20-mile mark we began a 
long, gradual 1 1/2 mile rise. "At the crest 
of this hill, Charlottetown can be seen for 
the first time," I read from the course 
description. As promised, the city came into 
view.
We continued to Charlottetown, until 
we had negotiated the last of the hills 
described in the course brochure. I deci-
ded that the course was a little tougher 
than the average, but not radically so.
Phil seemed to agree. "Maybe I’m talking 
from ignorance, but it doesn’t look as 
bad as Booker is making it," he said.
The effort of mentally running the 
course had taken its toll, however. We re-
turned to the campsite exhausted, and I took 
a nap.
Late in the afternoon Phil drove me 
back to Charlottetown for the spaghetti- 
and-lasagna banquet planned for the 
runners, Phil himself went back to the 
campsite to fix his own dinner, but I 
expected to see several other members of 
our contingent. I threaded my way through 
the catacombs of the Confederation Art 
Centre, finally entering the reception 
room, where the organizers had arranged a 
cocktail-hour. There was beer available, 
but also an abundance of hard liquor. The 
P.E.I. Roadrunners Club still could use 
a few pointers on entertaining run-of-the 
mill marathoners; these weren’t Rowdies 
they were hosting.
After the dinner we listened to a 
Dalhousie University professor comment on 
the Island’s running history. At the 
turn of the century there was extensive 
media coverage of road racing, of the 
every-man-is-in-it-to-win-it variety. The 
interest declined for a period, then 
picked up again in the 1930’s with the 
appearance of another wave of talent, in-
cluding two former stars being honored at 
the banquet. The professor theorized that 
roadracing would surge again with the 
appearance of the thh next P.E.I. star; 
the next rawboned grocery clerk who would 
travel to Boston, line up on the front 
row, say to the first competitor who asks 
who he is: "I’m winning this race, and 
I’ll be showered and dressed when you fin-
ish," and deliver on his promise, in the 
style of Johnny Miles.
Phil came to pick me up after the ban-
quet, and we returned to the campsite.
I crawled into my tent to go to sleep.
No books and lights to cramp my neck and 
clutter my mind. I wanted to be rested, 
ignorant, stupid and fast the next day.
*****
No more beautiful weather. We woke 
to a gloomy gray sky. I crawled out of 
my tent and started sipping orange juice. 
Phil heated some bran muffins for his 
breakfast, layered them with jam, and 
asked me, "Do you think it’s a good idea 
to drink orange juice? I tried it once and 
got wicked cramps." Was Phil putting on 
the psych? Did he think he could beat me?
For some psych of his own, Phil 
decided to go to church. After he 
left, Cheri and I took a look at 
the threatening sky and decided to 
take down the tents and break camp.
When the gear was packed away and 
ready to load, I sat down and tried 
to collect my thoughts. Although we 
were packed to leave, I had not yet 
done what I had come to do; I could 
still goof up. I tried to quiet these 
thoughts by remembering the 101-mile 
training week I had just completed 
a week before the race.
Phil was soon back, and we 
packed quickly. Cheri sighed with re-
lief, knowing how dreadful the job of 
unpacking rainsoaked gear can be. We 
had just made it; as we started driv-
ing toward Cavendish, the rain was 
beginning.
We turned into the parking-lot 
nearest the starting-line, near the 
dressing-area and rest rooms. As I 
opened the door, I felt a deep chill, 
and grabbed my down vest. I had worried 
about the 12-noon starting time?
I saw Mike Gaige as I started for 
the dressing-room. He was going to 
run the last 16 miles with Carol Roy 
(Shoot, there goes the team prize).
Mike told me that Carol was frightened 
about the course. "That’s Booker’s 
doing," I explained, and Mike acknow-
ledged that she had talked to him. I 
went over to try to calm her down.
"The course isn’t as bad as Bob says,"
I told her. With a stage aside she 
turned to Cindy Lowry and said, "You’ve 
got to remember, this guy runs 50-milers. 
Alas, I had forgotten how far my reputa-
tion had preceded me.
We huddled together, jitterbugged 
about, all suffering in the unaccustomed 
chill. I went into the dressing-room, 
pinned on my number, rubbed on gobs of 
atomic balm, took off my sweats and 
apprehensively went into the open air.
We began jogging toward the starting-
line. At least the wind would be behind 
us starting out. Our field of 115 seemed 
too small to fight its way through the 
elements.
Bob tried to collect us for a team
picture as we gathered at the start. A
call went out that there were 3 minutes to 
race time, while Bob tried to figure out 
how to work the camera. "Where am I sup-
posed to adjust the light meter...on Cloud>/ 
Bright?" he asked. I told him he was too 
optimistic. The skies were darker and 
gloomier by the minute. We jumped, shook 
and muttered amid the gusting wind and 
spitting rain. He took a picture of us as 
other runners scurried in and out of the 
way, tried another, but couldn’t advance the 
film. We broke up and lined for the start.
One of the 1930-era runners from the 
previous night’s banquet was the official 
starter. He counted down..five..four.. 
three..two..one..WHAT? A false start?? The 
authoritative voice of the old-timer pulled 
us back to the line. The field was so small 
that we couldn’t generate enough momentum 
to disobey him. We waited two more minutes 
in the cold, then three. Mutterings of mu-
tiny. The officials quietly consulted while 
the old codger stood at attention. What was 
the problem? The official timer didn’t work?
Some digital watches were quickly offered.
Then...GO! No warning at all. We lurched 
ahead.
After the delay, it was a delight to 
be moving. I passed the mile mark very 
comfortably in 5:49. Steve Dexter had gone 
through in 5:28 with a first-time marathoner 
who asked him if the pace was a bit much for 
a first-timer. Apparently it was; the fellow 
didn’t last long.
The dull, gray sky ensured that we 
would not be distracted by the scenery. The 
miles along the beach clipped by quickly.
Number 1, a short, muscular figure, came up 
to my shoulder, but he seemed in no par-
ticular hurry to pass, and I moved ahead 
again as we left the beach and headed up 
the first hill.
The hill seemed steeper than I had 
remembered when we drove over the course, 
but it took the butterflies out of my sys-
tem. Soon I was over the top, heading into 
the village of North Rustico. As I descended,
I heard horns and whistles. The drizzle had 
stopped, and the people were out to cheer.
After North Rustico I went up another 
hill, but I was in my routine and the hill 
felt a little easier. We had turned some- h
what, and the wind was now in my face. It
started to rain again. As I passed the 
*irst-aid station at 7 1/2 miles, I saw 
.hat number 1 was back on my shoulder. 
Downhill, across a tidewater bridge, up-
hill. Number 1 started to churn away. He 
wanted a 6-minute pace. I was on the red 
line at a 6:05 pace, and knew that disas-
ter awaited if I tried to go faster.
The headwind wasn’t very strong, but 
the rain picked up. By South Rustico, 
near the 10-mile mark, the spectators 
were soaked and eerily quiet. As I ran 
past, I heard only the squishing of my 
shoes•
Downhill again, across another bridge, 
uphill. The reel seemed to be replaying, 
but it wasn’t boring. There was enough 
terrain to keep me from going to sleep. 
’’Don’t go gullygullygully out here, I mut-
tered. ’’You didn’t put in that 101-mile 
week just so you could run another 2:50 
marathon while taking naps en route.”
I soon found that I was busily talk-
ing to myself. I was getting lonely.
Ahead of me, behind me, not a soul. The 
small field was now totally strung out.
Body checklist time again. Legs, okay.
Upper body loose, despite the chill. Glad 
I wore gloves. If I hadn’t, cold clenched 
fists would have telegraphed tension into 
my arms and shoulders. Just as glad I 
didn’t keep on that T-shirt, which would 
just be wet by now. Not too cold...Thank 
God I’m strong and still have my legs.
What would I do without legs? I thought 
about Terry Fox, the one-legged runner 
with bone cancer who attempted a run across 
Canada, but had to stop about two-thirds of 
the way across because the cancer had 
spread to his lungs...what can he tell me 
about hope and courage?
Before the body checklist became an 
examination of the condition of my soul,
I looked up and saw another long upgrade.
At 16 miles I passed an abandoned sponging 
station and came to the highest elevation 
of the course. I knew that some tough hills 
lay ahead, but on average I would be headed 
downhill.
The rain was steady now. The omnipre-
sent red soil bled onto the asphalt, and my 
shoes began to slip a little. Approaching 
cars politely drove to the side of the road
to let me pass.
Since the next few miles would be 
critical, I recalled the course description 
in the brochure. "If the countryside seems 
never ending at this point you will re-
ceive a most pleasant surprise near the 
19 mile mark. A road sign points to Char-
lottetown,” I intoned. "When you turn onto 
Highway #2 gather your resources for the 
final challenge ahead."
I ran down past a church to a valley 
bottom where a policeman directed me to 
the Lower Malpeque Road. "Now, for the 
next mile, you face a slope that would 
normally cause a runner little concern,"
I grunted. "But at 20 miles into the race 
this gradual climb is the big test. Will 
it win or will you?"
I attacked the hill, and found some-
how that I was collecting energies as I 
went. I felt as if the hill itself were 
coaching me along, offering its resistance 
but rooting for me to reach the top. I 
passed the 21-mile checkpoint, still 
climbing. Finally, one last rise. "When, 
or if, you reach the top .Charlottetown is, 
for the first time, in sight," I gasped.
I crested the hill. In the hazy drizzle,
I could see no more than a half-mile. I 
couldn’t trust the brochure any more.
I didn’t want to rely on the brochure 
any more, but it left me silent as I 
took the long downhill through the suburbs, 
trying to steer clear of the puddles. I 
hadn’t seen another runner since number 1, 
back at 8 miles. The 22-mile marker 
assured me that I was still on course.
The Lower Malpeque road ended at 
its junction with the Trans-Canada highway, 
and I remembered that it was a left turn. 
Turn left and you’ll be right. My lactic- 
acid humor, as usual. Another gradual hill 
...it reminded me of a rise near the end 
of the Super Joggers race in Eastport, 
though it didn’t seem so bad, for some 
reason. Oh, damn, a turn in the road... 
nobody in sight...where do I go? I’m close 
to the city now...just head toward the 
tacky fast-food signs...okay, there’s an 
aid station ahead.
"The final aid station is at 24 miles 
and the chances are that this one will
remain in your memories for as long
as you think of Prince Edward Island,”
I remembered from the brochure. What 
does that mean? Will they shoot off 
fireworks while I run through a 500- 
voice choir singing the Hallelujah 
chorus from Handel’s Messiah? There 
were 3 people at the rain-soaked table.
They give me my time...2:29.48..1 
raised my arms, pretending that I had 
just finished. I needed a little fan-
tasy just then.
’’One last hill arises as if to 
guard the city from your advance,” I 
recalled. ’’Once it has been conquered, 
it is all downhill.” At least now the 
brochure assumed we would make it. Now 
I was travelling down University Avenue, 
and the road was getting narrower, the 
cars closer, the puddles bigger and 
deeper. I passed a ”25” painted in the 
road; a quarter-mile later I passed 
another ”25” on a sign, but luckily I 
saw that it was really the 1-mile-to-go 
mark.
The road grew still narrower. The 
cars didn’t have room to let me by any 
more. After splashing through a deep 
puddle, I moved to the sidewalk. Was I 
lost now? It seemed like a side street. 
Nothing but small shops, houses, cars, 
rain, puddles. Nobody along the road. The 
colors melted together into a miasma. A 
patch of light ahead?
BREAKTHROUGH! Suddenly I was in the 
open, and everything was in clear focus, 
including the finish banner 150 yards 
ahead. Unlike the starting-banner, no 
truck had tried to drive under and pulled 
it down. The road, puddle-free and clear 
of cars, floated and drifted underfoot.
All the spectators were here. One last 
surge and I was under the sign, hearing my 
time over the loudspeaker. 2:43...I could 
be hopeful again that my longstanding P.R. 
was within reach.
I wrapped myself in a wool blanket 
and saw Steve Dexter, who seemed pleased 
with his 2:37:33 finish and third place.
He asked about our chances for the team prize. 
I didn’t think we could. Phil, Bob and 
Kevin Dyer might all finish around 3 hours, 
but the Nova Scotia team had placed two
men well and probably would have more
before then. I began to think how Phil 
was doing. Would he break 3 hours?
Suddenly I was gibbering out of 
control, as I saw a familiar, swarthy 
figure barrelling toward the finish. ’’Phil 
Stuart of Machias, finishing in 2 hours,
45 minutes...” the loudspeaker boomed.
’’First marathon...” I blurted to Steve.
”We make ’em tough Down East.”
Phil didn’t seem to need any time to 
catch his breath. I asked him where he had 
been through the race. ”1 kept you in 
sight until the last two miles,” he said.
"I’m glad I could see you when you made 
that last turn into town. I wouldn’t have 
known where to go. There was a Johnson &
Wales guy I ran with for awhile...he got 
ahead of me and tried to catch you, but 
you surged and he couldn’t do it.”
I wondered if I could have surged if 
I had known how close they were. I had 
run relaxed, confident of not losing 
places over the last 10 miles. What if 
Phil had caught me? Would I have stopped 
and cried, not knowing how well he was 
doing?
Phil grabbed a blanket and we headed 
toward the showers, a block away. It was 
surprisingly easy to walk, goaded along 
by the cold rain and the thought of much 
warmer water waiting for us.
The wait for a shower in the locker 
room is a long process after a marathon, 
and this day was no exception. Usually the 
turnover rate in the showers is slow be-
cause the clientele is so weary and crip-
pled. But, because of the cool weather, 
our muscles were in faily decent shape.
The delay was caused by the passion of the 
participants to soak, cook, steam and 
parboil in the hot water. As I waited, I 
talked with number 1, my brief racing com-
panion back at 8 miles. Having come from 
behind to win the race, he was elated with 
his judicious pacing.
After my own parboiling in the shower, 
Phil and I went to a banquet-room for 
some chowder and rolls. I was hungry, wh 
was unusual so soon after a marathon. We 
then moved to the auditorium for the .fj
award ceremony.
Time was a factor now. We all had jobs 
waiting for us the next day some 400 miles 
< y. If we could have driven straight 
through, we could have tarried longer. But 
that nine-mile stretch of water would be a 
problem. If we failed to catch the right 
ferry, we could be held up an hour or two.
Bob was more nervous than any of us.
He tried to calculate if we won the team 
prize. "Steve 3rd..Deke 6th..Phil 8th..
Kevin 16th..me, 17th. Most of the top 10 
places were Americans. I think we’ve got 
it...who’11 stay around to be sure?" The 
organizers began the ceremony by handing 
out T-shirts and pins individually to the 
finishers. Bob couldn’t wait. He didn’t come 
up when his name was called, and we knew he 
had begun his run to the ferry.
Phil and I waited. The age-group pri-
zes were next. I picked up a silver medal 
as the second-place finisher in the 30-39 
age group, glad to see that they recognized 
my advanced age as a handicap. Phil’s wife 
asked, "That’s it, isn’t it?" and Phil nod-
ded. We headed toward the door. He then 
said, "You go out with Heather and warm up 
the car. We’ll be right along." Cheri 
hadn’t been a roadracer’s spouse for too 
long. She actually fell for it.
We waited at the door, listening to 
more awards... first finisher from Kings 
County..youngest..oldest..first Norwegian 
finisher from Christopher Cross...
"Finally... the team award goes to the 
team from...Maine!" We jumped up and trooped 
to the stage. Glass-bottomed pewter mugs 
...a nice prize, especially for Phil, who 
had run the race of his life and needed 
something to show for it.
At last, sheepishly, we headed for 
Phil’s car, expecting to get our heads bit-
ten off, but Cheri was understanding. She 
realized, perhaps, that we needed all our 
strength for the long trip ahead, that 
would last unti 2:30 the next morning.
*******
EPILOGUE
By Wednesday morning I was ready to
start running with Phil again, and I 
showed up at his door at 5:45 a.m., under-
standably still a little sore but recover-
ing nicely. We started slowly on a 10-mile 
run, but after a few miles he was pushing 
the pace again. I wondered if Phil ever 
ran slowly when he was alone. I never ex-
pect to have the answer to that does-a- 
failing-tree-make-a-sound-when-nobody-is- 
around-to-hear-it riddle. As we cooled down 
over the last mile he began making sounds 
about Boston. "I swore to myself I would 
never run there until I qualified," he 
said. "1 know some people I can stay with 
down there."
I had been thinking about Boston my-
self, delaying a decision year after year 
since I ran there in 1973. First there was 
law school, then the tightening qualifying 
standards caught up with me. The race had 
grown fivefold since I had run there. Each 
year I had to tell the local people that 
no, I wasn’t running in Boston. Who needs 
the crowds, the delay at the start, the 
lack of control, the pushing, shoving mass?
Apparently I do, at least one more 
time, before the qualifying standards 
undercut me again.
Come next April, if Phil wants a 
travelling companion, I will be ready, 
tent in hand.
Will the muggers bother campers on the 
Esplanade?
1. Thomas Olsen (N.S.) 2:34.52
2. Bill Koehler (Md.) 2:36.30
3. Steven Dexter (Maine) 2:37.33
4. Lauchie McKinnon (N.S.) 2:39.22
5. Dr. Tim Loftus (Fla.) 2:39.59
6. Deke Talbot (Maine) 2:43.01
7. Thomas Egan (R.I.) 2:44.19
8. Philip Stuart (Maine) 2:45.53
9. Paul Wright (P.E.I.) 2:50.10
10. Dan Finlayson (Mass.) 2:51.30
11. Ewen Stewart (P.E.I.) 2:52.24
12. Paul Lerou (N.B.) 2:57.50
13. Don Pridmore (P.E.I.) 2:58.06
14. Steven Kemenyffy (Pa.) 2:58.32
15. Jim Wyatt (P.E.I.) 3:00.48
16. Kevin Dyer (Maine) 3:01.05
17. Robert Booker (Maine) 3:03.05
18. James Brown (Ont.) 3:03.51
19. Parker Lund (P.E.I.) 3:04.40
20. Michael Whelan (N.S.) 3:07.01
Women:
1. Carol Roy (Maine) 3:09.55
2. Cindy Finlayson (Mass.) 3:29.33
3. Laura Tingle (P.E.I.) 3:30.37
Team (first 5 placers)
1. Maine 50 pts.
2. P.E.I. 67 pts.
3. Nova Scotia 81 pts.




Cruising the Maine Coast is the yachts-
man’s idea of heaven. All the cliches 
come to mind - sparkling water, billowy 
clouds - as well as enough fog to make 
it interesting as you head for your fav-
orite snug harbor, drinks, dinner, and a 
sound sleep. But as the eastern sky 
pales and the sleeping bag develops cold 
spots, you remember your other life as a 
runner. It takes great willpower to leave 
a warm, dry cabin, step into a slippery, 
wet dinghy and perch gingerly on the cold 
seat for the row ashore.
Hor-Vk *K av en
Our first foot ashore was on North Haven 
Island. We were anchored in Pulpit Harbor. 
It was drizzly and chilly as we started off 
on a dirt road which wound around the north-
ern side of the harbor. The road then be-
came tar and continued along the northeast 
side of the island with prospects of rolling 
fields and occasional glimpses of East 
Penobscot Bay. We circled around the is-
land, approximately 8 miles with moderate 
hills, spotting some coves on the Fox Island 
Thorofare on the return route. Our only 
company other than three or four cars was 
the birds. By the time we returned to our 
dinghy, the fog was lifting and the sun was 
coming out.
The second island run came two days 
later on Isle au Haut where we joined 
my vacationing brother for a run 
around the island. We started off 
from Point Lookout around 8:30 a.m, 
climbing the 1/2 mile hill to the 
sole road. We ran through the town 
which faces a narrow thorofare and 
kept on to the south, past Moore’s 
Harbor with its three houses and into 
Acadia Park land. The road becomes 
quite rocky at this point and doesn’t 
improve for the next five miles - ankle 
turning terrain! We went by Duck 
Harbor and onto Head Harbor after 
huffing up a challenging hill. The 
final five miles, although hilly, are 
better footing with views of Turner 
Pond on your left and Marshall’s Is-
land on your right. An occasional 
deer, browsing off the road, observed 
our progress. A large pitcher of 
orange juice on the kitchen counter 
was welcome after close to two hours 
of Isle au Haut running.
Sailing east, we stopped at Valley 
Cove on Mt. Desert Island. Bill de-
vised an intricate run and wrote out 
a map, but I asked him to stay with 
me suspecting that I’d be hopelessly
lost in no time on my own. We started 
off on a dirt road which leads into 
Fernald Cove Road and 1 mile further, 
turned left onto the Southwest Harbor 
road. We turned right off the main 
road after about 200 yards and ran for 
another mile or so on the Seal Cove 
road that became a beautifully groomed, 
gravel Acadia Park road. We ran through 
fern-floored woods for three or four 
hilly miles (part of Bernard Mountain) 
and came out, joltingly, at the sani-
tary landfill. We soon passed the dump 
which has a pretty view, and ended up 
at the foot of Long Pond with a great 
view of Beech Mountain but a dead end 
nowhere to go. We retraced our steps 
with much grumbling on my part, and 
ran the tarred road back to the main 
road. The total trip was about 
hours, 9 or 10 miles.
1 1/2
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Another nice run, around 11 -miles, starts• 
at Somesville at the head of Somes Sound and 
loops out past Indian Point to Pretty Marsh 
and back via the northern end of Long Pond. 
There is very little traffic, lots of rolling 
hills and nice saltmarsh views at Pretty 
Marsh - well named.
These four runs are a small sampling of 
island running possibilities. Longer or 
shorter, sunny or foggy, you will always 
have wonderful salt air, views, little or 
no traffic and lots of wildlife.
Hex-t Pflonttv.
Barbara Hamaluk talks about what it feels 
like to go from Maine’s premier woman 
marathoner to non-running and back again. 
After knee surgery it finally looks like 
Barb is coming back. She recently finished 
the Bonnie Bell race in 40:07 and feels 
good about her running once again. Watch 
for her article in "Mainely About Women" 
in the December issue of Maine Running.
1GIVE MAINE RUNNING MAGAZINE FOR CHRISTMAS
Stuck trying to decide what to give your running partner?
Need a stocking stuffer for a relative who runs?
How about that person at the office whoTs always talking running?
Keep those new racers running with a subscription to Maine Running. 
Send the card on the back cover along with $10 to Maine Running and 
give them the gift certificate below.




The newest running shoe ratings 
have been released by the various 
magazines, and one thing is for 
sure: there are a vast number
of good running shoes abailable.
And you can find a pair just about 
anywhere. Of course, the major 
manufacturers still control the 
market, but a quick look through 
any rating system will show you 
that there are some brand-X shoes 
that do well. Whatever you de-
cide on for your next shoe, be 
sure to take your time when try-
ing it on. Features to concentrate 
on are stability in the rear and 
forefoot, flexibility, firmness 
in the heel counter and most of 
all, how it feels. If you have 
arch supports or orthotics, be 
sure to take them with you. Try 
to go in the late afternoon or 
early evening when your foot will 
be the largest, and if possible, 
get a chance to "test run" the 
shoe and get an honest appraisal 
on the road, or at least a hard 
surface. A good running shoe 
should fit just right, with 
plenty of room for the toes up 
and down, snug but not too tight 
in the heel. Expect to pay $35- 
$55, and be sure to pick up some 
brand of epoxy rubber cement to 
prolong the life of the sole.
All questions of sole wear become 
moot if they’re properly applied 
with such gunk. One final thought: 
remember that the shoe ratings 
are not gospel; the important 
thing is how it feels on your 
foot.
*
O.J. Logue believes he has a 
"shot at the gold". But the gold 
is going to cost him some money... 
about $4500. That’s the amount 
that is needed to send Owen Joseph 
Logue III to the 14th World Games 
For the Deaf, also known as the 
Deaf Olympics, in Cologne, West 
Germany, next July.
O.J., a former track star and 
cross-country runner at Orono High
School, qualified after six days’ notice 
this past summer. Fulton, Missouri, 
was the scene of tryouts as O.J. recorded 
a second-place in the 10K, and third in 
the 5K and 25K, despite sweltering midwest 
heat, red clay, and an open, slow track.
Logue, legally deaf from birth and a 
near car victim several times running on 
city streets, credits former coach Cliff 
McCormick and current coach Stan Cowan, 
as well as running partners Danny Paul,
Frank Hoelzle, and the Maine Rowdies with 
his progress in running, which includes 
a 2:45 marathon.
But it was the kind of struggle to 
get there that characterizes O.J.’s 
determination and ability. After captain-
ing Orono’s running teams (they were state 
champs all his years there, ’71-’74), re-
cording bests of 4:42/mile and 10:07/2-mile 
and captaining the cross-country team at 
the University of Southern Maine, as a 
social welfare major, O.J. left for 
the Merrill-Palmer Institute For Urban 
Center Studies in Detroit and stopped 
running. When he returned, though, it 
was with a vengence, logging 100-mile 
weeks in preparation for the Case Western 
Reserve Marathon in Cleveland, where he 
did a 2:59 in the spring of 1977. After 
"BOMBING" in .Boston and the Casco Bay 
Marathons, O.J. feels ready to run under 
2:30 on the right day. Believing that in 
the past he has tried too hard and tight-
ened up, his current training with the 
likes of Kurt Lauenstein is helping him 
to stay loose and run better.
Which brings us back to the kind of high 
quality running that only an Olympic event 
can foster. The Deaf Olympics record for 
10,000 meters is a very respectable 30:25 
and O.J. feels he can better that. But 
first he has to get there. Currently 
working as an intern in the teacher corps 
program at UMO, in a position that focuses 
on troubled youth and rural advocacy, O.J.’s 
day is a full one that leaves precious 
little time for training. Throw in going 
to school for simultaneous degrees, a masters 
in secondary education and special ed. and 
you get an idea of what this man is made of. 
But that’s the sort of mental toughness 
necessary to be an Olympian, and if O.J. 
and the group of friends supporting him have 
what it takes, Cologne, West Germany will 
have an Olympian from Maine next July. If 
you’d like to help, send donations to the 
O.J. Logue III Deaf Olympics Fund, c/o 




Andy Palmer, 26 and Michelle Hallett, 
16, both natives of Maine won the second 
annual Kingfield 10K in this gateway town 
to Sugarloaf/USA. Andy Palmer, a member 
of the New Balance Track Club took an 
early lead turning a 4:40 1st mile and 
never relinquished it. Palmer, a native 
of Madawaska, Maine presently lives in 
Boston. Dr. Kurt Lauenstein, Hampden 
Highlands, Maine and Peter Brigham, 
Auburn, Maine provided the competition 
finishing 2nd and 3rd respectively.
Michelle Hallett, a student of Andy 
Palmer, ran away with the women’s 
division left open by the absence of last 
year’s winner Joan Benoit. Hallett, an 
undefeated high school 1 mile, 2 mile and 
cross country runner from Central Aro-
ostook High School enjoyed nearly a 4^ 
minute advantage over 17 year old Robin 
Estey of Stratton, Maine. Hallett, 17, 
is training in Boston while her school-
mates are picking potatoes during a 3 
week harvest recess in Aroostook County.
A strong clearing Northwest wind faced 
the 300 plus competitors for about 2 
miles. Early morning temperatures were 
at freezing with the mountain white 
from overnight snow. By noon the Fall 






Rain drizzled down on Ellsworth 
Saturday, darkening the skies, turning 
on streetlights. Motorists peered 
through streaked windshields as traffic 
was stopped in all directions at the 
Rts. 1 and 3 intersection known as The 
Triangle.
Oblivious to the downpour, T-shirt and 
shorts their only protection from the 
elements, the 144 runners formed up in 
front of McDonald’s restaurant facing 
downtown Ellsworth.
Mayor Ruth Foster, introduced by race
director Bob Booker as ’’Ellsworth’s Old 
Gray Mayor,” raised the blank cartridge 
pistol, fired the starting shot, and run-
ners of all ages, men and women, started 
off on Ellsworth’s first Autumn Gold 
20-Kilometer road race. They covered the 
entire westbound lane from curb to curb.
A deputy sheriff’s cruiser glided along 
ahead of the race and another cruiser and 
an ambulance brought up the rear...
’’There he is,” came the shouts as lead 
runner Peter Brigham came in sight. Cameras 
were poised, rain wiped from lenses.
Then Hank Pfiffle appeared, then Ken 
Flanders, and Bob Winn, but the race clear-
ly belonged to Peter Brigham as he crossed 
the finish line to cheers and applause in 
a time of 1:02:58.6, setting a state record 
for the state’s first 20-kilometer road 
race...
Runner 38 brought the crowd to attention 
again. ’’The first woman’s coming in.”
’’Who is it?”
’’Robin.”
Robin Emery of Lamoine crossed the finish 
line with comparative ease and a smile in 
a time of 1:19:05.7...
The runners congregated in small groups, 
many strangers at the beginning of the race 
now all bound together by a common experience
Reprinted with permission from the ’’Ellsworth 




Craig Hepburn, a South African camped in 
Cambridge, Mass, the past two months, ran 
away from 660 Casco Bay Marathon rivals 
for a course record in the third annual 
event Sunday morning.
Robin Snyder of Concord, N.H., was first 
woman finisher, 77th overall. The University 
of Vermont graduate, 23 and ’’running since 
she was nine,” smashed the 1979 course mark 
of Gloucester, Mass., two-time winner 
Patricia Swenson. Snyder went 2:54:05.
"THE PACK
COLUMBUS DAY RACE
S. Portland 6 miler Oct 13th
1. Don Barker 32:28
2. Brian Flanders 39:01
3. George Towle 34:44
4. Jerry Crommett 35:23
5. Tom Bradley 38:02
6. Greg Dugas 38:30
7. George Nason 39:32
8. Merl Hartford 39:45
9. Steve Granell 40:29
10. Dennis Morrill 41:33
11. Roberta Halloway* 41:46
12. Chris Hyland 42:06
13. Peter Halloway 42:12
14. Dick Dudley 42:21
15. Rodger sSmith 43:00
16. Shawn Miele 43:14
17. Mike Moraney 45:23
18. Jeff Nixon 45:34
19. Gordon Halloway 46:07
20. Cindy Davis* 46:46
21. Allison Bramhall* 47:13
22. Warren Wilson 47:58
23. Patty Fay* 48:05
24. Sue Carter* 49:24
25. Ellen Southard* 49:54
26. Fred Browning 52:02
27. Neal Graffam 54:21
Results courtesy of Dennis Morrill
Concerned runner
*
Maine Running is published 
monthly in Bangor. The dead-
line for printed material 
is the 15th of the month.
Race directors can submit 
applications as late as the 
21st. Send $15.00 and 600 
applications to the address 
on the title page.
THIRD ANNUAL NORWAY-PARIS 10K S 2K 12. Vincent Bi 19 38 13. Lawson Noyes 1 17:21
ROAD RACES Aug 27th 13. J. Steven Verkovteren 19 52 14. Paul Conley 1 17:55
14. David Greenleaf 20 02 15. David Shell 1 18:12
15. Dan Greenleaf 20 10 16. Steve Dexter 18:16
1. James Cooper 32 57 16. Steve Swindles 20 24 17. Mark Surber 1 18:21
2t John Daly 34 35 17. Richard Souza 20 29 18. Mickey Lackey 1 18:44
3. Dan Vogt 34 49 18. Don Williams 20 32 19. Dwight Blease 1 19:00
4. Doug Taylor 35 16 19. John Schwerdel 20 38 20. Alan Gray- 1 19:14
5. Bill Hine 35 20 20. Dan Kelly 20 45 21. Charles Stevens 1 19:31
6. Roger Foster 35 30 21. Cullen Fletcher 20 52 22. Gregory Nelson 1 20:09
7. Leslie Bancroft* 35 42 22. Pat Cullen 20 55 23. Richard Wells 1 20:56
8. Mathew Isham 35 58 23. Ricky Shea 20 56 24. Ken Letourneau 1 20:59
9. Daniel Cake 36 06 24. Robert Speed 20 58 25. Phil St. Pierre 1 21:11
10. John Applin 36 20 25. Kevin Kane 20 59 26. Arnold Amoroso 1 21:21
11. Jim Arafilo 37 49 26. Bill Thornton 21 06 27. Jan Bemis 1 21:34
11. Doug Craib 37 49 27. Gary Bouchard 21 23 28. Jay Browning 1 21:44
13. Todd McGraw 38 01 28. Marty Thornton* 21 34 29. Mark Violette 1 22:00
14. Tom Peterson 38 22 29. Jack Harland 21 39 30. A1 Banfield 1 22:01
15. Doug Ludwig 38 38 30. Blanchard Hupper 21 54 31. Ray Ashen'nurst 1 22:22
16. Gino Vateriani 38 48 31. Mark Bodmer •>2 05 32. Don Andrus 1 22:23
17. Chase Pray 38 58 32. Arthur Burgess 22 10 33. Red Dean 1 22:25
18. George Liming 39 08 33. Walter McKee 22 19 34. Brian McQuade 1 22:40
19. Doug Jordan 39 14 34. Bill McKeen 22 21 35. Norman Hawes 1 22:40
Todd Allen 39 14 35. Dan Lowell O *) 47 36. Rick Davis 1 22:41
Tony Whitman 39 14 3b. Byren Bennett 22 54 37. Dick Balentine 1 22:53
22. Andrew Dabozvnski 39 38 37. Donald Abrams on 56 38. Tim Walker 1 22:55
23. Dick Campbell 39 44 38. Peter Roy 23 08 39. Deke Talbot 1 22:58
24. John Gasser 39 56 39. Stephen Henderson 23 08 40. Ray Cormier 1 23:21
25. Paul Collins 40 27 40. Chris Machinak 23 25 41. Chris Haney 1 23:28
26. Thomas Swan 41 57 41. Mel Gleason 23 27 42. David Cunio 1 23:29
27. Dennis Morrill 42 06 42. Scott Shea 23 27 43. John Trefethen 1 23:42
28. Michael Smith 42 30 43. Lynn Deeves* 23 29 44. Ronald Burton 1 23:42
29. Nathan Morris 42 39 44. Charles Cinnamon 23 39 45. Dave Plourde 1 23:51
30. David Strong 43 17 45. Joe O’Donnell 23 41 46. Larry Bridges 1 23:52
31. Steve Fisher 43 23 46. Kelley Jones* 23 47 47. Robert Duprey 1 23:56
32. Brian Kelly 43 32 47. John Grena 23 50 48. Ed Rice 1 24:01
33. Charles Hahn 43 33 48. Rich Marelta 23 51 49. Harvey Rohde 1 24:14
34. John Brooks 44 18 49. Adam Kelley 24 04 50. John Gasser 1 24:23
35. Clarence Faulkner 44 24 50. Dorothy Stockard* 24 04 51. Robin Emery* 1 24:33
36. John Blanchard 44 28 51. Diane DiFirolamo* 24 29 52. Robert Nicholson 1 24:39
37. Don Padgett 44 41 52. Keith Hough 24 52 53. Dave Cota 1 25:12
38. Vnk 45 01 53. Kathy Greenleaf* 2m 57 54. Larry Deans 1 25:34
39. William Van Tassel 45 33 54. Carl Vertz 25 35 55. Charles Howe 1 25:40
40. Jeff MacDougal 45 40 55. Bob Wilson 25 47 56. Chris Hamilton 1 25:45
41. Marco Lashen 46 19 56. Keith Shields 25 49 57. Rickie Lorey 1 25:55
42. Irene Mulvey* 46 34 57. Donna Donald* 25 49 58. Lester Berry, Jr. 1 25:56
43. Tim Amero 46 38 58. Jill McLean* 25 5m 59. Geoff Rushian 1 25:57
44. David Brooks 46 53 59. Bobbie DiNardo* 26 28 60. John Field 1 26:12
45. Steve LeBrecaue 47 33 60. Ellen Spring* 26 37 61. Unk
46. Melinda Harriman* 47 44 61. Bramble Jenkins* • 26 50 62’. Ken Rosen 1:: 26:22
47. Katrina Harriman* 47 48 62. Jane Holston* 26 53 63. Cliff Olson 1::26:48
48. Patty Noll* 48 02 63. Melanie Hampton* 26 54 64. Paul Frederick 1::26:54
49. John Gove ma lo 48 43 64. Lavrrence Mutty 27 10 65. Unk
50. John Gagne 49 55 65. Tido Mutty (dog) 27 10 66. Orlando DeLogu 1 26:58
51. Ronald Morris 50 04 66. Denis Ritter* 27 32 67. Max Anderson 1 27:02
52. Brian Whitney 50 10 67. Susan Wygal* 27 46 68. Craid Kirby 1 27:03
53. Paul Ricci 50 23' 68. Linda Gleason* 28 06 69. Gary Googins 1 27:08
54. Joe Bennett 50 33 69. Holly Bernstein* 28 32 70. Carlton Mendell 1 27:13
55. Irene Morris* 51 51 70. Carole Rowell* 28 49 71. Wm. Sayres 1 27:20
56. Mike Rice 52 06 71. Anne Ingraham* 29 21 72. Tom Mulvey 1 27:39
57. Tricia Linton* 52 23 72. Dianne Groce* 29 28 73. Larry Lunn 1 27:40
58. Bruce Pinette 52 23 73. Joyce Cleveland* 30 53 74. Chas. Nichols 1 27:40
59. Scott Laliberty 52 52 74. Margaret Gallant* 30 53 75. Burt Haggett 1 27:40
60. atherine Sander* 52 53 75. Nicholas Caraganis 31 25 76. Bruce Kingdom 1 27:46
61. Kevin Libby 34 33 76. Robert Gross 33 04 77. Lewis Vernard 1 27:48
62. Charles Akre 54 54 77. Kathy Trott* 33 29 78. Chas. Kowalski 1 27:53
63. Earl Harvey 56 30 78. Paul Green 36 23 79. A. Perrin Peterson 1 27:54
64. Nancy Perham* 57 12 79. Leah Hennings* 36 42 80. Dave Gorczyka 1 28:24
65. Michael Miller 57 50 80. Lisa Weaver* 37 13 81. Jay Gould 1 28:42
66. Diane Willmatt* 57 50 81. Stacey Shields* 37 n n 82. Norman Fortin 1 28:45
67. Sandra Willmott* 57 51 82. Gwen Bubier* 45 39 83. Robert Gabourv 1 28:45
83. Nat Caraganis 49 12 84. Wm. Beardsley 1 28:54
The 2K race was won by John Pottle 84. Judy Palmer* 59 36 85. Geoffrey Hart 1 29:01
No times were available. 86. Ray Cooper 1 29:02
Results courtesy of Kate Brady 87. Bruce Sloan 1 29:19
Results courtesy of Don Verrill Race Director 88. Mike Curtis 1 29:29
Race Director * * ********** ★ * * * * * 89. Chas. Picerra 1 29:30
90. Curtis Shigu 1 29:32
★ * *********** * * * * 91. Richard Fisher 1 30:13
EAR HARBOR 13 MILER 92. Richard Loughlir. 1 30:18
I RAN 3 FOR C.P. ROAD RACE 3.1 Miles Sep 20th 93. Howard Richard 1 30:29
Sep 14th 94. James Barr 1 30:44AUgUS Ld
95. Richard Casey 1 30:55
1. Mike Gaige 1:10:04 96. Paul Pierson 1 31:08
1. Roland Perry 17::05 2. Bob Sboll 1:10:08 97. David Torrey 1 31:18
9 Greg Nelson 17:: 08 3. Jeff Crawford 1:10:56 98. Carol Roy* 1 31:23
3. David Caldwell 17:: 27 • Mike Westphal 1:11:06 99. Larry Rich 1 31:23
4. Steve Marston 18:: 07 5. O.J. Logue III 1:11:10 100. Robert Card 1 31:41
5. Art Warren 18:: 29 6. Conrad Walton 1:13:52 101. Miguel Muniz 1 32:10
6. Rick Stuart 18:: 38 7. Rick Packie 1:14:17 102. Phil Brown 1 32:17
7. Ed Raiola 18::52 8. Dick Fournier 1:14:54 103. Ray Giglio 1 32:27
8. Gary Grady 18::59 9. Mike Swanson 1:15:45 104. Gordon Young 1 32:43
o e Francis Farley- 19 : 14 10. Lee Fairbanks 1:16:30 105. Gary Grady 1 32:54
10. Owen Devereux 19::31 11. Chris Holt 1:17:02 106. Philip Tardie 1 32:55
11. James Morrisey 19 :36 12. John Pozniak 1:17:08 107. Robert Day 1 32:56
108. Steve St. Pierre 1:33:11
109. McGilpin 1:33:52
110. Sue Knowlton* 1:34:03
111. Gil Roderick 1:34:24
112. Molly Aalyson* 1:34:26
113. Robley Morrison 1:34:29
114. Gary Keilty 1:34:53
115. Kris Ryan 1:35:08
116. Margaret Johnson* 1:35:35
117. Wendy Sayres* 1:35:50
118. Robert Booker 1:35:51
119. Bill Pinkhani 1:35:52
120. Jon Wescott 1:36:07
121. James Frick 1:36:33
122. Charles Kava 1:36:42
123. Larry Dutch 1:36:48
124. John Johansson 1:36:57
125. Peter Esponnette 1:36:58
126. Larry Levasseur 1:37:02
127. Terrence Cousins 1:37:08
128. Don Cass 1:37:09
129. David Wiggin 1:37:28
130. Robert Markwood 1:37:37
131. Thomas Abbott 1:37:44
132. Ken Yeates 1:38:08
133. Gary Barrett 1:38:16
134. Don Banton 1:38:20
135. Richard Higgins 1:38:24
136. Steve Leclerc 1:38:28
137. Rick Forbess 1:38:36
138. Kenneth Clark 1:38:39
139. Harry Price 1:38:43
140. Alan Lambert 1:38:47
141. Richard Floyd 1:38:52
142. Tim Drury 1:38:58
143. Chas. Francis 1:39:12
144. Jeannette LaPlante* 1:39:18
145. Gary Bouchard 1:39:29
146. Enno Becker 1:39:32
147. Mike Guidi 1:39:40
148. Kevin Kane 1:39:43
149. John Peterson 1:39:48
150. Don White 1:40:09
151. Mark Aalyson 1:40:14
152. Thomas Rock 1:40:14
153. Sue Whitney* 1:40:19
154. Mary Jane Day* 1:40:22
155. Unk
156. Dorothy Heilling* 1:40:43
157. Lawrence Jerge 1:40:44
158. Lona Wright* 1:40:49
159. David Ouellette 1:41:19
160. Kevin Warrington 1:41:40
161. James Daigle 1:41:40
162. Dennis Meehan 1:41:50
163. Sharyn Kingma* 1:42:05
164. Louis Lesniak 1:42:18
165. Peter Kelley 1:42:28
166. Ronald Boutin 1:42:55
167. Chad Smith 1:43:02
168. Chris Zamore 1:43:12
169. David Snodgrass 1:43:22
170. Lawrence Day 1:43:58
171. Richard Lunt 1:43:59
172. Paul Doody 1:44:00
173. Ron Scagliarini 1:44:00
174. Brenda LoPotro* 1:44:09
175. Bill LoPotro 1:44:09
176. Larry Reinking 1:45:11
177. Kathy Sams* 1:45:11
178. Barry McLaughlin 1:46:10
179. Richard Davis 1:46:14
180. Bud Farley 1:46:21
181. Susan Rosenfield* 1:46:22
182. Sheryl Davis 1:47:56
183. Hyla Tracy 1:47:56
184. Thomas Lahey 1:48:07
185. Tom Davis 1:48:20
186. David Bourdelais 1:48:36
187. Grace Amoroso* 1:49:13
188. Unk
189. Francoise Paradis 1:49:26
190. Gail Turner* 1:49:51
191. Kate Brady* 1:50:02
192. Brian LaSalle 1:50:17
193. Paul Dionne 1:50:26
194. Lloyd Adams 1:50:27
195. Sam Eliot 1:50:47
196. Harold Jones 1:50:47
197. Bernie Norman 1:50:53
198. John Stewart 1:51:35
199. Martha McGilpin* 1:51:44
200. Ralph Snyder 1:51:47
201. Darrell O’Leary 1:52:42
202. Wyllys Terry 1:53:32 THE FIRST ANNUAL PENNESSEEWASSEE
203. Jean Goldfine 1:53:35 PACERS ROAD RACE
204. Douglas Hoeschle 1:54:14 Norway Sep 2C
205. Loyal Hudolleston 1:54:22
206. David Roundy 1:54:22
207. Russel Read 1:54:32 Two Kilometer Results
208. Leah Schuman* 1:55:05
209. Unk 1. Steve Cox 6:56
210. Tina Hinckley 1:55:11 2. G. Rob Noll 7:24
211. David Oawley 1:55:13 3. Kurt Brown 7:38
212. Mark Gray 1:55:20 4. Kevin Ronko 10:24
213. Catherine Cannan* 1:55:24 5. Kathy Blanchard* 11:29
214. T.F. Marfiak 1:55:39 6. David Morris 11:32
215. Dale Tudor 1:56:00 7. Karen Gleason* 13:04
216. Dorothy Stockard* 1:56:28 8. Mary Ann Brown* 13:24
217. Ellen Flanagan* 1:56:40
218. Donald Chamberlain 1:56:42 Ten Kilometer Results
219. Doris Plumer* 1:56:50
220. Sally Paterson* 1:56:54 1. Kevin McDonald 34:28
221. Vendean Vafiades 1:59:08 2. Bill Hine 34:36
222. Cheryl Prostack* 1:59:25 3. Paul Nicolaides 36:21
223. Nancy Schneider* 2:00:04 4. Doug Craib 36:33
224. Mary Helen White* 2:00:22 5. Todd Allen 37:33
225. Cal McFarling 2:00:33 6. Jeff Arsenault 38:32
226. Daniel Merrill 2:01:01 7. Don Stowell 39:48
227. Joan-Carol Brigham* 2:01:02 8. John Ho23 40:55
228. Fred Sylvia 2:01:04 9. John Blanchard, Jr. 41:41
229. Chandler Nims 2:01:04 10. Martin Rogers 45:45
230. Maurie Hill 2:05:16 11. Ronald Morris 46:21
231. Maril Langois 2:05:16 12. Richard Sabin 46:21
232. Peter Curran 2:06:59 13. Gary Snee 46:43
233. Frank Townsend 2:10:44 14. Patty Noll* 46:48
234. Unk 15. Paul D’Ambroise 47:06
235. Mark Rains 2:17:04 16. Vic Deprez 61:31
Results courtesy of Dennis Jenkins Results courtesy of Mike Smith
Race Director Prez. of Penn
Pacers
a************
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96. Peter Rizzo 41 20 192. Marion Leschey* 48:58
1. Andy Palmer 29 29.7 97. Daniel Sullivan 41 22 193. Dan Sheehan 4*;59
2. Kurt Lauenstein 30 57 98. Andy Lilburn 41 23 194. Ken Casey, Jr. 49:03
3. Peter Brigham 31 29 99. Jim LaVerriere 41 25 195. Tom Donovan 49:26
4. Mike Gaige 31 37 100. Sean Kenney 41 28 196. Kevin Purrell 49:27
5. Ralph Fletcher 32 00 101. Richard Floyd 41 29 197. Dawn Krasnavage* 49:32
6. O.J. Logue 32 02 102. David Greenleaf 41 31 198. James Lowery 49:35
7. Henry Chipman 33 14 103. Kevin Kein 41 34 199. Kathleen Saufl* 49:37
8. Stephen Dexter 33 21 104. Lou Champagne 41 40 200. Kathy Greenleaf* 49:37
9. Rick Krause 33 37 105. Laura Lee* (13 yr. old) 41 47 201. William Tozier 49:51
10. Ted Czepiel 33 57 106. David Tiemann 41 48 202. Steve King 49:57
11. Dennis Smith 34 04 107. Karen McCann* 41 49 203. Randall Glavin 50:01
12. Larry Allen 34 20 108. Errol Dearborn 41 50 ' 204. Jill Gilbert* 50:01
13. Danny Cake 34 37 109. James Mitton 41 52 205. Fawn Jones* 50:02
14. Steve Ridley 34 43 110. John Paradis 41 55 206. Patty Jacobs* 50:07
15. Mark Hoffmaster 35 07 111. Harry Brice 41 59 207. Poppy Thatcher* 50:09
16. Gene Roy 35 28 112. Jeff Gossel 43 03 208. Steve Greenlaw 50:16
17. Eric Ellis 35 44 113. John DeBiase 42 06 209. George Entwistle 50:25
18. Dean Rasmussen 35 48 114. Len MacPhee 42 08 210. Larry Barron 50:26
19. Gary Coyne 35 49 115. Leonard LeClerc 42 10 211. Peter Curran 50:45
20. Keith Wheeler 35 49 116. William Johnson 42 11 212. Andrew Gernal 50:45
21. James Spilman 35 50 117. Sam Pires 42 19 213. Katherine Christie* 50:57
22. James Kein 35 59 118. Raymond Bryant 42 21 214. Mary Helen White* 51:07
23. Don Reimer 36 04 119. Brenda LoPotro* 42 22 215. Walter Christie 51:12
24. Mark Violette 36 05 120. Adrien Lilburn 42 27 216. David Mayberry 51:28
25. David Hethermen 36 08 121. Scott Hutchins 42 46 217. Peter Larsen 51:40
26. Robert Clement 36 15 122. Gary Bouchard 42 49 218. Ann Predham Phillips* 52:30
27. Denis Bates 36 16 123. Dan Dwyer 42 51 219. Unk
28. Richard Lugg 36 20 124. Dennis Hayes 43 05 220. Jon Chamoff 52:37
29. John Bean 36 27 125. Delinda Smith* 43 13 221. Elaine Thistle* 52:39
30. Warren "Red" Dean 36 28 126. T.O. Currier 43 16 222. Robin McCarthy* 53:05
31. Kyle Rankin 36 28 127. Michael Szela 43 16 223. Jeff Moore 53:45
32. Michele Hallett* 36 30 128. Tracy Turner 43 17 224. Avis Ingalls 54:26
33. David Baird 36 46 129. Jim Cain 43 20 225. Norman Ingalls 54:26
34. Ed Rice 36 46 130. Roger Wing 43 22 226. Kathy Abbott* 54:44
35. Robby Baldwin 36 49 131. Wes Wisse 43 24 227. Barbara Cram* 54:45
36. Donald Sanborn 36 54 132. Jerry Simpson 43 28 228. Patty Minnehan* 54:50
37. Doug Ludewig 36 56 133. Gary Tschaekofske 43 29 229. Ellen Spring* 55:27
38. Bryant Bourgoin 36 58 134. Ben Venskus 43 29 230. Mary Steinledy* 55:44
39. Bob Hagopian 37 03 135. Robert Caron 43 32 231. Pat Lowery* 56:07
40. Rick Stewart 37 16 136. Tom Rock 43 34 232. Janyce Boynton* 56:08
41. Joe Bean 37 21 137. Win Robinson 43 39 233. Marcel Poulin 56:58
42. Sam Merrill 37 27 138. John Morton 43 59 234. Patricia Krouse* 57:08
43. Steve Swan 37 30 139. Brian Rancourt 44 00 235. Wayne Niles 57:17
44. Fred McLean 37 31 140. Carl Pierce 44 00 236. Pat Provo* 57:30
45. Mike Ridley 37 33 141. Janet LeBlant* 44 06 237. Jodi McGuire* 57:32
46. Bill Sylvester 37 42 142. Tom Noonan 44 07 238. Joey Dudley 57:33
47. Doug MacDonald 37 44 143. Bill Lawton 44 17 239. David Robinson 57:34
48. Michael Cole 37 55 144. Tony Zambello 44 26 240. Lori Newell* 57:35
49. Bill LoPotro 37 59 145. Jay Krouse 44 31 241. Betty Constantine* 57:49
50. Robert Nicholson 38 02 146. Albert Bergeron 44 33 242. Susan Fastter* 57:54
51. Robert Booker 38 08 147. Michael King 44 35 243. Carole Baldwin* 59:46
52. Reginald Lesperance 38 11 148. Randy Poore 44 39 244. Norma Mitton* 60:02
53. Tony Lepare 38 14 149. John Shaw 44 39 245. Elaine Lord* 60:09
54. Vaughn Holyoke 38 17 150. Peter Kelley 44 47 246. Nancy MacDonald* 60:26
55. Jay Gould 38 23 151. Joel Wein 44 52 247. Super Sis Niemi* 62:08
56. Loren Ritchie 38 25 152. Linda LaRue* 45 23 248. Ben Robinson 62:16
57. Jon Westcott 38 28 153. Walter McKee 46 26
58. Kevin Burns 38 30 154. David Ames 45 31 Results courtesy of Chip Carey
59. Corby Griffin 38 37 155. Chris Arena 45 33 Race Director
60. Bob Stuart 38 43 156. James Moore 45 36
61. Bill Yates 38 46 157. Blanchard Hupper 45 47 AAAAAAAAAAAAA*r A A A i
62. Alfred Carter 38 55 158. Rustin Shill 45 56















Dover Foxcroft 5K Sep 28
66. Ron Paquette 39 04 162. Walt Harris 46 03
67. Robert Mohlin 39 06 163. Gary Kenney 46 07 1. Henry Chipman 15:21
68. Peter Moore 39 07 164. Ted McCarthy 46 07 2. Steve Kozlovich 15:47
69. Charles Nichols 39 10 165. James T. Bowse 46 10 3. Dennis Crotean 16:04
70. Thomas Swan 39 13 166. Joseph Regali 46 11 4. Phil Stuart 16:21
71. Phil Kay 39 17 167. James Bishop 46 27 5. Rod Beckwith 16:22
72. Dan Rankin 39 26 168. Peter Minnehan 46 28 6. Don Reimer 16:30
73. Paul Hollins 39 31 169. Johnny Morton 46 33 7. David Clement 16:40
74. Ben Milster 39 39 170. Charles Glover 46 36 8. Bob Clement 16:44
75. Bill Leschey 39 46 171. Jim Ippolito 46 38 9. Steve Morrill 16:50
76. Bernard Peatman 39 46 172. Roger Smith 46 44 10. John Parola 17:13
77. Paul Gale 40 00 173. Bob Boynton 46 44 11. Terry Await 17:16
78. A1 Pouluot 40 13 174. Robert Maloney 46 50 12. Greg Potter 17:24
79. B. Entwistle 40 18 175. Will Braxier 46 54 13. Warren Patterson 17:39
80. Scott Gould 40 26 176. Jennifer Eiderkin 46 59 14. Owen Kozlovich 17:43
81. Vincent Bilello 40 33 177. Richard Sabol 47 00 15. Loren Ritchie 17:44
82. Neil Provost 40 40 178. Joseph Caret 47 13 16. Darrell Buzzell 18:01
83. H. Alan Mooney 40 40 179. Ralph Baldwin 47 17 17. Ray Cooper 18:07
84. Cleon Cook 40 49 180. Dwight Harper 47 20 18. Rusty Sweeny 18:17
85. Don Arsenault 40 51 181. Stephen Metz 47 24 19. Eric Towne 18:21
86. Ernie Gilbert 40 52 182. Rodney Ellis 47 27 20. Ron Locke 18:25
87. Gary Keilty 40 54 183. Michael O’Connor 47 37 21. David Hagar 18:25
88. Dick Sabine 41 01 184. Mary Ann Shick* 47 53 22. Wayne Champeon 18:34
89. Robin Estey* 41 02 185. John Taylor 48 29 23. Mike Collins 18:38
90. Richard Higgins 41 03 186. Ruth MacPhee* 48 39 24. Lawrence Rich * 18:57
91. Steve Barber 41 07 187. Adele Hatchins* 48 42 25. Richard Swett 19:04
92. Eric Hasenfus 41 11 188. Christopher Kein 48 53 26. William Roy 19:05
27. Maria Tunnel* 19:12
28. Rodney MacNicholl 19:14
29. Rusty Clukey 19:21
30. Mary Lynn Cyr* 19:24
31. Theresa Lawlor* 19:25
32. Thomas Harvey 19:26
33. Jeff Parola 19:41
34. Chris Roy 19:42
35. Roger Brawn 19:53
36. Greg Bellmare 19:55
37. Greg Hildreth 19:58
38. Frank Knight 20:12
39. Richard Van Dyne 20:14
40. Kevin Church 20:15
41. Scott Phillips 20:20
42. Butch Phillips 20:25
43. Donald Canning 20:27
44. Paul Gosselin 20:59
45. Fred Andrews 21:00
46. John Reed 21:12
47. Donald Labrams 21:20
48. Kevin Sargent 21:34
49. Van Raymond 21:41
50. Gina Turmel* 21:49
51. Barry Esler 21:54
52. Richard Moore 22:04
53. Kate Brady* 22:18
54. Doug Warren 22:35
55. Sharon Coleman* 22:42
56. Caroline Folmer* 22:44
57. Veronica Knight* 22:45
58. Bill Lawlor 22:46
59. Monica Knight* 22:47
60. Holly Smith* 22:47
61. John Kasten 22:53
62. Anthony Phillips 22:58
63. Jay Treadwell 23:35
64. Wade Chipman 23:40
65. Ken Johnson 24:00
66. Norman Walsh 24:05
67. Holly Bernstein* 24:30
68. Norman Beckwith 24:58
69. Yvette Knight* 25:01
70. Mary Knowlton* 25:13
71. William Sawtell 25:19
72. Karla Tunnel* 25:39
73. Richard Ball 25:40
74. Becky Knight* 25:49
75. Jessica Knight* 25:51
76. Sunshine Weinrich* 25:58
77. Kent Johnson 26:05
78. Justin Weinrich 26:11
79. Shirley Kozlovich* 26:13
80. Carney Snurkowski* 26:20
81. Jane Dean* 26:21
82. Ronnie Towne 26:22 '
83. Khristian Clement 26:36
84. David Walsh 27:23
85. Sara Kozlovich* 27:33
86. Kathy Miller* 27:36
87. Carey Clement* 27:46
88. Donna Kraft-Smith* 28:20
89. Carol Connell* 28:21
90. Bonnie Clukey* 28:21
91. Margaret Scheulin* 28:40
92. George Smith 28:40
93. Betty Kiah* 28:46
94. Donald McRae 29:20
95. Melissa Laser* 29:28
96. Michael Pierce 30:04
97. Steve Snurkowski 30:05
98. Marjorie Kasten* 30:09
99. April Laser* 32:04
100. Kristy Smearer* 32:08
101. Andy Kiah 34:20
102. Michael Raymond 35:08
103. Carrie Raymond* 35:08
104. Cathie Goodine* 41:06
105. Heather York* 52:41
106. James Haskins 52:41
Results courtesy of Dorothy Stockard
YMCA 4.2 MILER 
Lewiston-Auburn Sep 28th
1. Dan Cake 22:54
2. Roland Trottier 23:03
3. Lloyd Ferris 23:07
4. Steve Roy 23:52
5. Chase Pray 24:12
6. Preston Whitmore 24:37
7. Mark Flanagin 24:58
8. Robert Williams 25:15
9. Bryan Dench 25:49
10. Ron Zorn 26:06
11. Dick Sabine 26:26
12. Tom Magno 26:26
13. Bob Zukowski 26:39
14. Ron Verreault 28:20
15. Barney Berube 28:27
16. Tim Amero 28:31
17. Faye Gagnon* 28:42
18. Chad Gagnon 28:42
19. Bill Meyer 29:35
20. Richard France 29:47
21. Carol Trottier* 29:58
22. Scott Laliberte 30:52
23. Mary Ann Zukowski* 31:08
24. J im Inman 31:29
25. Ronnie Meyer 32:11
26. Robert Stevens 32:54
27. Steve Marston 33:08
28. Tony Ford 33:11
29. Nelson Pray 34:06
30. Tamera Grieshaber 34:08
31. Neal Graffam 34:36
32. Scott Verreault 35:20
33. Bramble Jenkins 35:20
34. Mike Zorn 35:55
35. Mike Miller 37:40
36. Dave Miller 37:41
37. Doris Belisle-Bonneau* 37:53
38. Catherine Sabine* 40:51
39. Thornton Meyer 43:04
40. George Grover 48:13





1ST ANNUAL AUTUMN GOLD 2OK STATE 
CHAMPIONSHIP ROAD RACE
Ellsworth Oct 4th
1. Pete Brigham 1:02:58.6
2. Hank Pfifle 1:03:31
3. Ken Flanders 1:04:33
4. Bob Winn 1:04:54
5. Kurt Lauenstein 1:05:19
6. Mike Gaige 1:05:58
7. Danny Paul 1:07:35
8. Mike Westphal 1:08:30
9. Dan Barker 1:09:17
10. John Gardner 1:09:41
11. Tom Leonard 1:11:27
12. John Daly 1:11:46
13. Deke Talbot 1:12:10
14. Direk Bradt 1:12:15
15. Steve Giles 1:12:23
16. Steve Russell 1:12:24
17. Chris Holt 1:12:41
18. Steve Kozlovich 1:12:52
19. Danny Cake 1:12:58
20. Gary Cochrane 1:13:00
21. John Pozniak 1:13:09
22. Waldron Babbidge 1:13:23
23. Lawson Noyes 1:13:41
24. Phil Stuart 1:13:46
25. Greg Nelson 1:14:09
26. Bob Coughlin 1:14:18
27. Mickey Lackey 1:14:56
28. Sam Hamilton 1:15:14
29. Skip Howard 1:15:16
30. Rick Mulhern 1:15:42
31. Tom Doyle 1:15:54
32. Rick McFaul 1:16:28
33. Ronnv Kotzsch 1:16:29
34. Russ Connors 1:18:20
35. Larry Bridges 1:18:24
36. Dave Cunio 1:18:44
37. Ray Cormier 1:18:47
38. Robin Emery* 1:19:05
39. Kyle Rankin 1:19:31
40. Jack Trefethen 1:19:37
41. Brad Goodale 1:19:42
42. Chris Hamilton 1:20:18
43. Vance Stoddard 1:20:20
44. Steve Palley 1:20:27
45. Dick Powell 1:20:40
46. Bill Sayres 1:20:49
47. Hubert Strom 1:21:11
48. Gary Googins 1:21:20
49. Darrell Seekins 1:21:23
50. Kim Beaulieu* 1:21:43
51. Bill Beardsley 1:21:59
52. Bob Jolicoeur 1:22:17
53. Berton Cleaves 1:22:18
54. Larry Lunn 1:22:39
55. Charlie Nichols 1:22:39
56. Gary Grady 1:22:42
57. Loren Ritchie 1:22:51
58. Tom Swan 1:23:00
59. A1 Banfield 1:23:11
60. Jim Barr 1:23:12
61. Carlton Mendell 1:23:26
62. Bill Yates 1:23:32
63. Fred Schmidt 1:23:52
64. Miguel Muniz 1:24:12
65. Dave Gorczvca 1:24:13
66. Phil Gilman 1:24:21
67. Bruce Barr 1:24:25
68. Patrick Maguire 1:24:30
69. Bill Seekins 1:24:33
70. Bill Gayton 1:24:49
71. A1 Michelson 1:24:51
72. Frank Morong 1:24:55
73. Marjorie Adams* 1:24:05
74. Dan Rankin 1:25:19
75. Peter Gagnon 1:25:34
76. Sterling LeBlanc 1:25:37
77. Roger Chesley 1:26:30
78. Richard Everett Jr. 1:27:00
79. John Linscott 1:27:02
80. Barbara Hamaluk* 1:27:12
81. Mike Estes 1:27:31
82. Verl Dyer 1:27:58
83. Diane Lounder* 1:28:09
84. Paul Connor 1:28:10
85. Don Buckingham 1:28:23
86. Sue Knowlton 1:28:27
87. Larry Rich 1:28:28
88. Richard Tupper 1:28:37
89. Steve Smith 1:28:52
90. David Bourdelais 1:29:34
91. • Barb Coughlin* 1:29:35
92. Bob Milliken 1:29:36
93. Art Seekins 1:29:48
94. Terry Cousins 1:30:09
95. Owen Kozlovich 1:30:50
96. Wendy Sayres* 1:30:59
97. Alston Beal 1:31:08
98. Tony Beardsley 1:31:14
99. Frank Spaulding 1:31:23
100. Andrew Haslam 1:31:23
101. Faye Gagnon* 1:31:33
102. Bill Pinkham 1:32:45
103. Ed Raymaker 1:32:53
104. Tom Collins 1:33:15
105. Sharyn Kingma* 1:34:07
106. A1 Bergeron 1:34:12
107. Tom Rock 1:34:13
108. James Coffin 1:34:18
109. Danny Koch 1:34:37
110. Chris Nesiba 1:34:40
111. Andrew Boynton 1:34:47
112. Andy Strout 1:34:51
113. Bill Green 1:36:29
114. Hyla John Tracy 1:37:39
115. Jay Osler 1:38:06
116. Jeannette LaPlante* 1:40:10
117. Jim Pendergist 1:40:52
118. Jim Mitton 1:40:54
119. Ted Duffy 1:42:46
120. David Roundv 1:43:04
121. Mark Rosborough 1:43:59
122. Tom Armstrong 1:48:31
123. Susan Ramsay* 1:48:54
124. Joan Leslie* 149:15
125. Bambi Maguire* 1:49:16
126. Todd Nesiba 1:49:16
127. Carol Kennedy* 1:50:24
128. Lorraine Higbie* 1:50:26
129. C.C. McFarling 1:53:08
130. Peter Curran 1:54:39
131. Shirley Kozlovich* 2:06:36
132. Ernest Harchinson 2:09:46
Results courtesy of Bob looker
Race Director
2ND ANNUAL QUAKER HILL CHALLENGE 10K
Unity Oct 11th
1. Daniel Fishbein 34:02
2. Lloyd Ferris 35:41
3. Alan Claremont 36:19
4. Bill Dykens 37:22
5. Doug Ludew 37:52
6. Bob Nicholson 38:15
7. No Name 38:34
8. Wesley Cotton 39:20
9. Ed Raiola 39:21
10. Bruce Barr 39:39
11. David Hagelin 39:42
12. Ron Paquette 39:56
13. No Name 40:35
14. Michael Wayne Thomson 40:38
15. David Scheidt 41:01
16. Dick Sabine 41:08
17. Owen Deuereux 42:04
18. Paula Kneeland* 43:48
19. Sally Jame* 43:51
20. Beamchard Hupper 44:59
21. Scott Johnson 46:16
22. John Libby 46:27
23. Jerry Cinnamon 46:41
24. Sandy Fletcher 48:13
25. Bob Boynton 48:29
26. Rose M. Deblors* 48:46
27. Shirley Cotton 48:55
28. Sean Goldfine 49:29
29. Kevin Purcell 50:41
30. Don Osborne 50:56
31. Hollis Graham 51:03
32. William Tozier 51:33
33. John Meserve 55:02
34. Joan Hyalt* 57:50
35. Amy Strum* 57:51
36. Dan Leduc 59:38
37. Helen Sahadi* 61:30
Results courtesy of Ed Raiola
Race Director
*****************
1ST ANNUAL THE SKI RACK, MACDONALDS 
& GOLDSMITH’S OF THE MAINE SQUARE 
5 MILER BANGOR t OCT 12th
1. Mike Gaige 25:58
2. Steve Giles 28:20
3. Steve Kozlovich ' 28:24
4. Glen Holyoke 28:33
5. John Condon 29:11
6. Larry Deans 29:53
7. Ken Remsen 30:02
8. Tim Rensema 30:58
9. Donald Sanborn 31:12
10. Greg Burby 31:16
11. James Barr 31:46
12. Michael Cole 31:57
13. Dan Wheeler 32:02
14. Jeffrey Fister 32:33
15. Ed Raiola 33:01
16. David Rudnicki 33:17
17. Owen Kozlovich 33:27
18. David Alley 33:48
19. Larry Rich 33:50
20. Jim Neal 33:52
21. Alan Stevens 33:55
22. Mike Thompson 34:01
23. Carl Sanborn 34:15
24. Jim McMillan 34:36
25. Al Michaelson 34:44
26. David Goldsmith 34:45
27. Steve LaChance 34:49
28. Jim Staples 35:19
29. Paul Guerin 35:26
30. John Shaw 37:17
31. Jeannette LaPlante* 37:23
32. Mike Salvato 37:28
33. David Theoharides 37:28
34. Al Bourgoin 38:23
35. John Schneider 38:27
36. Jerry Cinnamon 39:05
37. Jim Swan 39:17
38. Wendell Porter 39:24
39. N. Van Raymond 39:42
40. Walter Capen 39:45
41. Danny Hagan 40:10
42. Leo Emerson 40:36
43. Cynthia Murphy* 41:02
44. Kathy Saunders* 41:31
45. Benita Qualey* 42:02
46. Diane Heise* 42:44
47. Nancy Schneider* 44:00
48. Coralvnn Davis* 45:23
49. Robin Owen* 45:32
50. Shirley Kozlovich* 47:16
51. Jennifer Barr* 51:13
1 Mile Fun Run
1. Anne Marie Carroll* 5:59
2. Tom Morrill 6:14
3. Ken Johnson 6:19
4. Tim Hamel 6:23
5. Anissa Sanborn* 6:29
6. Kent Johnson 6:31
7. Ellen Spring* 6:33
8. Sara Kozlovich* 6:37
9. Mike Neal 6:38
10. Norj Ahrens* 6:53
11. Robin Lee Seavey* 7:09
12. Rob Tomlinson 7:17
13. Paul Tomlinson 8:04
14. Sean Annis 8:28




3RD ANNUAL CASCO BAY MARATHON 
Portland Oct 19th
1. Craig Hepburn 2:23:10
2. Kurt Lauenstein 2:24:47
3. Mike Gaige 2:28:41
4. John Darsinos 2:28:47
5. David Ezersky 2:29:20
6. Tom Clark 2:30:17
7. Gene Coffin 2:30:24
8. Bob Sholl 2:33:02
9. Werner Pobatschnig 2:34:33
10. Mark Curley 2:34:56
11. Frank Hoelzle 2:35:47
12. Jim Durkin 2:35:53
13. Peter Stipe 2:36:28
14. Danny Paul 2:38:47
15. Frank Ellis 2:39:08
16. Stan Dutton 2:39:45
17. Deke Talbot 2:40:08
18. Conrad Walton 2:40:14
19. Steve Mulhern 2:40:34
20. Steve Dexter 2:40:47
21. Mike Westphal 2:40:47
22. John Ott^viani 2:42:37
23. Kevin McDonald 2:43:15
24. Dennis Gordon 2:43:45
25. Sam Sleeper 2:44:10
26. Denis McDonald 2:44:33
27. Amos Eno 2:44:51
28. Mark Stormzand 2:44:57
29. Thomas Egan 2:45:35
30. Marc Dierkes 2:46:06
31. Lloyd Ferris 2:46:13
32. Alan Gray 2:46:28
33. Victor Lanzillatti 2:46:59
34. Leonard Guido 2:47:23
35. Gary Hale 2:47:28
36. Robert Riordon 2:47:29
37. Art Schnell 2:47:29
38. Andre Benoit, Jr. 2:47:32
39. Austin Kelly 2:47:42
40. C. Jones 2:47:54
41. Sam Hamilton 2:48:09
42. Bill Hine 2:48:17
43. Eugene Casco 2:48:17
44. Grant Avery 2:48:50
45. J.C. Williams 2:48:52
46. Paul Ryan 2:48:59
47. Steve Allie 2:49:00
48. Tom Hart 2:49:18
49. Kevin Dyer 2:49:53
50. Robert Coughlin 2:50:00
51. Gene Roy 2:50:16
52. Robert Maguire 2:50:41
53. Ken Flanders 2:51:00
54. Ken Newsome 2:51:08
55. Woodard Openo 2:51:13
56. Danny Cake 2:51:36
57. Eugene Pool 2:51:43
58. Richard Harper 2:51:46
59. Mark Webster 2:51:48
60. Michael Sinsky 2:51:50
61. Phil Heath 2 51:53
62. Paul Libby 2 51:59
63. Joe Busa 2 52:18
64. George Gardiner 2 56:26
65. Tom Birol 2 52:53
66. Dale Dorr 2 52:36
67. Gino Valeriani 2 53:09
68. Paul Conley 2 53:19
69. Mike McCarthy 2 53:29
70. Richard Wells 2 53:43
71. Joe Bean, Jr. 2 53:46
72. Waldron Babbidge 2 53:47
73. William Funicella 2 53:49
74. Richard Harris 2 53:52
75. Donald Provost 2 54:00
76. Russ Connors 0 54:05
77. Robin Snyder* 2 54:05
78. Gerard Montgomery 2 54:14
79. Gerry Chester 0 54:15
80. Gerry Beagan 2 54:18
81. Robert W. Smyth 2 54:24
82. Rock Green ? 54:31
83. Doug Craib 2 54:40
84 . Mike WoeIfel 2 54:56
85. Bill Haney 2 55:07
36. Brad Hammond 2 55:21
37. Tom Wallace 2 55:24
88. unknown 2 55:33
89. Richard McFaul 2 55:34
90. unknown 2 55:34
91. Garry Rolsma 2 55:48
92. Joel Goulder 2 55:51
93. Gary Cochrane 2 55:52
94. Gerard Harley 2 55:55
95. Bob Duprey 2 56:10
96. Karen Miles* 2 56:12
97. Mark Gilliam 2 56:17
98. William Johnson 2 56:18
99. Roger Zimmerman 2 56:50
100. Vance Stoddard 2 56:54
101. Wayne Hamilton 2 57:08
102. Sam Butcher 2 57:12
103. Phil Walsh 2 57:14
104. Robert Frail 2 57:17
105. Edward Ouimette 2 57:24
106. David Delois 2 57:25
107. Kim Beaulieu* 2 57:34
108. John Pozniak, Jr. 2 57:35
109. Greg Parlin 2 57:38
110. Richard Matthews 2 57:44
111. Guy Gary 2 57:46
112. Mark Hoffmaster 2 57:51
113. Barry Howgate 2 57:55
114. Warren Tyler 2 58:12
115. Pat Connell 2 58:33
116. Greg Nelson 2 58:38
117. Steve Russell 2 58:40
113. John Applin 2 58:40
119. Aldo Salerno 2 58:46
120. Ken Rosen 2 58:47
121. Bill Agnoletti 2 58:48
122. Doug Foote 2 58:53
123. George Liming 2 59:07
124. Steve Toubman 2 59:12
125. Larry Bedrosian 2 59:18
126. Stu Katz 2 59:21
127. Paul Jackson 2 59:29
128. Steve Jordon 3 00:15
129. James Picard 3 00:16
130. Herb Strom 3 00:19
131. John Attwood 3 00:25
132. Franklin Roberts 3 00:54
133. Rodney Thayer 3 00:56
134. Kent MacDonald 3 01:11
135. John Myatt 3 01:19
136. John Opolski 3 01:22
137. Mark Violette 3 01:39
138. Al Banfield 3 01:44
139. Rob Jarratt 3 01:44
140. Gary Arsenault 3 02:16
141. Carroll Caron 3 02:18
142. Pete Galle 3 02:43
143. Steve Porter 3 02:46
144. Carl Reetz 3 02:57
145. Paul Dean III 3 03:15
146. Bill Sayres 3 03:29
147. Robin Emery* 3 03:35
148. Davis Sawyer 3 03:38
149. Danny Cahill 3 03:45
150. Dave Torrey 3 04:00
151. Tom McCutchon 3 04:40
152. Steve Pallev 3 04:59
153. Steve Caron 3 05:03
154. Walter Hall 3 05:10
































































































Rick Brillard 3 05 27
Dana Knowlton 3 05 31
Bryce Bartlett 3 05 54
Robert Hunt 3 05 57
Bob French 3 06 01
Frank Morong 3 06 16
Robert Plummet 3 06 31
Robert Lanigra 3 06 36
Joel Croteau 3 06 36
Marc Lessard 3 06 36
Fred Putnam 3 06 51
Bob Jclicoeur 3 07 01
Mike Robideau 3 07 07
Arnold Clark 3 07 26
Frank Witham 3 07 38
Ron Zorn 3 07 46
Diane Fournier* 3 07 57
Lester Berry, Jr. 3 08 05
Richard Erbe 3 08 10
Robert Wiita 3 08 15
David Gill 3 08 16
Robert Randall 3 08 28
Vernard Lewis 3 08 51
Lee Slocum 3 98 59
Stan Vancelette 3 09 09
Bob Booker 3 09 10
John Field 3 09 10
Bill Leschey 3 09 40
Chris Hamilton 3 09 51
A1 Maccarone 3 09 58
Richard Traiser 3 10 00
Steve Blackmer 3 10 12
James Moore 3 10 24
Peter Van Gagnon 3 10 30
Robert Duggan 3 10 42
William Scaplen 3 10 47
Ray Shevenell 3 10 48
Nathan Morris 3 10 55
Ralph Fletcher, Jr. 3 10 55
Bernard Piedman 3 10 56
Peter Bastow 3 10 56
Carl Cuchetti 3 10 56
Barbara Hamaluk* 3 10 57
unknown 3 10 58
unknown 3 11 17
unknown 3 11 45
unknown 3 11 46
Skip Abencroth 3 11 52
David Smith 3 12 05
P. Ben Zuckerman 3 12 15
Ken Curtis 3 12 27
Charlie Gordon 3 12 30
Louis Nocca 3 12 38
Alan Parent 3 12 44
Thomas Skoblicki 3 12 51
Neil Schutzman 3 12 59
Richard Colburn 3 12 59
Neal Anderson 3 13 03
Audie Bridges 3 13 26
Donald Sanborn 3 13 26
Dennis St. Hilaire 3 13 48
Carol Roy* 3 14 00
Skip Howard 3 14 26
Edvard Pound 3 14 33
Arnold Adams, Sr. 3 15 05
Ross Jenkins 3 15 09
Ted Wallace 3 15 17
Tom Swan 3 15 19
Dave Gorczyca 3 15 24
Dave Cunningham 3 15 24
Berton Cleaves 3 15 28
Roger Burns 3 15 31
Robert Fogg 3 15 34
Bill Beaton 3 15 38
Ben Fudge 3 15 43
Richard Campbell 3 16 01
Miguel Muniz 3 16 14
Mark Jose 3 16 22
Steve Moriarty 3 16 22
James Collins 3 16 22
Tom Carll 3 16 25
Mike Coughlin 3 16 33
John Frachella 3 16 49
Charles Nichols 3 16 50
David Bailor 3 16 54
Gary Wood 3 16 57
Marjorie Adams* 3 17 00
J. Randall Phillips 3 17 04
Jim Alexander 3 17 29
John Long 3 17 32
Bob Hayes 3 17 37
Monica Reed* 3 17 52
Terry Valquez 3 17 53
Thomas Downing 3 17 57
Glenn Smart 3 18 00
251. Robert Lizotte 3:18:16
252. Bryon Hill 3:18:18
253. Howard Avery 3:18:29
254. Paul Collins 3:18:34
255. Ken Swalgin 3:18:34
256. Y. Bill Bayton 3:18:56
257. Richard Malman 3:19:01
258. Roger Dutton 3:19:05
259. Steve Rainsford 3:19:12
260. Bill Beardsley 3:19:28
261. yeter Denatale 3:19:30
262. Loren Ritchie 3:19:43
263. Raymond Cooper 3:19:46
264. Evelyn King* 3:19:50
265. Dean Wordin 3:19:55
266. Suzanne Gardiner* 3:19:59
267. Ron Hipfner 3:20:01
268. James Henick 3:20:02
269. Bill York 3:20:04
270. John Gorham 3:20:15
271. Tom Fanning 3:20:31
272. unknown 3:20:34
273. Janice Ressegule* 3:21:06
274. Bill Breshahan 3:21:22
275. Ron Paquette 3:21:22
276. Mike Korek 3:21:38
277. John Hodgkins 3:21:42
278. James McHugh 3:21:48
279. James Madore 3:21:58
280. Fred Conrad 3:21:58
231. Dan Rankin 3:22:02
282. Loring Danforth 3:22:07
283. H. Alan Mooney 3:22:20
284. Robert Mohlin 3:22:20
285. Bill Fox 3:22:23
286. Warren ’’Red" Dean 3:22:26
287. Mike Hanley 3:22:32
288. Dean Rasmussen 3:22:35
289. Robert Payne 3:22:38
290. Craig Kirby 3:22:41
291. Sam Collier 3:22:41
292. Ralph Fowler 3:22:55
293. Cindy Lowry* 3:23:03
294. Francis Richards 3:23:22
295. David Silverbrand 3:23:26
296. Dick Loughlin 3:23:30
297. Wallace McDonald 3:23:37
298. Lawrence Fisher 3:23:39
299. Tom Mulvev 3:23:41
300. Dennis Fortin 3:23:45
301. Royce Sawyer 3:23:46
302. Donald Anthony 3:24:02
303. Phil Brown 3:24:07
304. Peter Connolly 3:24:09
305. Norman Maior 3:24:10
306. Peter Flaherty 3:24:18
307. Larry Barker 3:24:37
308. George Cumming 3:24:37
309. Dale Violette 3:24:45
310. Bill Seekins 3:24:52
311. Wayne Lopez 3:24:53
312. Sterling LeBlanc 3:24:59
313. Geoffrey Rushlau 3:25:11
314. Guy LaFlamme 3:25:16
315. Eric Ellis 3:25:17
316. Anne Gwynne* 3:25:22
317. Charles Drew 3:25:31
318. Bruce Kingdon 3:25:31
319. Ronald Burton 3:25:46
320. Geoffrey Clark 3:26:00
321. Danny Johnson, Jr. 3:26:04
322. Rex Hawley 3:26:06
323. Gary Bouchard 3:26:10
324. Lenny Hatch 3:26:24
325. Sue Knowlton* 3:26:27
326. Peter Bachelder 3:26:34
327. Wendy Sayres* 3:26:34
328. James Adams 3:26:36
329. Richard Hockman 3:26:46
330. Dick Sabine 3:26:59
331. Barbara Coughlin* 3:27:14
332. Julius Marzul 3:27:34
333. Donald Bruce 3:27:49
334. Gerard Cecil 3:28:09
335. Keith Gulou 3:23:16
336. Doug Allen 3:28:19
337. George Lohmiller 3:28:21
338. Ted Dooley 3:28:30
339. Mike Senechal 3:28:31
340. Alan Rogers 3:28:37
341. Andrew Bruni 3:28:59
342. Larry Bridges 3:29:00
343. Norman Fox 3:29:05
344. Paul Connor 3:29:10
345. Tom Flynn 3:29:10
346. Terry Johnson 3 29 12
347. Larry Pierce 3 29 14
348. John Willis 3 29 25
349. Richard Mack 3 29 26
350. Paul Arron 3 29 26
351. Ron Gaskell 3 29 23
352. James Leonard 3 29 30
353. unknown 3 29 35
354 . Gordon LaBonte 3 29 43
355. Quintus Wilson 3 29 50
356. Ron Paquette 3 29 55
357. Dick Lewis 3 30 01
358. Carol Avery* 3 30 14
359. unknown 3 30 16
360. unknown 3 30 19
361. unknown 3 30 47
362. Faye Mixer Gagnon* 3 30 49
363. Richard Sullivan J 30 52
364. unknown 3 30 56
365. Randall Raymond 3 31 00
366. Phil Tardif 3 31 33
367. David Body 3 31 53
368. Richard Nadeau 3 32 06
369. Steven Swindells 3 32 07
370. Gerard Davis 3 32 08
371. Richard LaMontagne 3 32 11
372. Arnold Rosenfeld 3 32 29
373. Gary Barrett 3 32 54
374 . Roland Kearly 3 33 02
375. Diane Lounder* 3 33 09
376. William Cove 3 33 33
377. Kevin Burns 3 33 46
378. Ken Pearistein 3 33 51
379. Mike LaCroix 3 34 06
380. John Walsh, Jr. 3 34 22
381. Carl Sanborn 3 34 26
382. Barbara Wood* 3 34 28
383. Richard Rothe 3 34 29
384. Tom Allen 3 34 31
385. Steven Fogel 3 34 34
386. Jeff Corkill 3 34 50
387. Ellen Feld* 3 34 53
388. Dick Spicer 3 34 56
389. Brian Alder 3 34 58
390. Peter Orthmann 3 35 04
391. Donald Wilson 3 35 26
392. Edward Grass 3 35 28
393. Art Seekins 3 35 31
394. Steve Cox 3 35 40
395. Carey Wilson 3 36 18
396. Ed Malone 3 36 25
397. unknown 3 36 41
398. Cushman Anthony 3 36 48
399. Gregory Bishop 3 36 59
400. Lloyd Cook 3 37 18
401. David Mulcev 3 37 34
402. Bob Garrett 3 38 13
403. Ken Grant 3 38 31
404. Steve Dewick 3 38 52
405. Art Chapman III 3 39 04
406. Allan Michelson 3 39 06
407. Erik Jensen 3 39 19
408. Curtiss Shigo 3 40 12
409. Bob Milliken 3 40 25
410. Diana Avery* 3 41 13
411. Barbara Hoover* 3 41 31
412. Robert Caron 3 41 43
413. Edward Krolicki 3 41 50
414. George Higgins, III 3 42 01
415. Eddy Brissette 3 42 01
416. James Doherty 3 42 02
417. Roland Morin 3 42 45
418. Tom Chayka 3 43 07
419. Nelson Lande 3 43 07
420. Bill Beyer 3 43 10
421. Tony Lombardo 3 43 16
422. Phil Boyne 3 43 56
423. Jeff Harrison 3 44 20
424. Stuart Tisdale, Jr. 3 44 24
425. Mike Eppoliti 3 44 30
426. James Chase 3 44 56
427 . Charles Francis 3 45 01
428. John Boyne 3 45 11
429. Richard Everett 3 45 15
430. Kevin Kenny 3 45 18
431. Gil Roderick 3 45 18
432. Paul LaChance 3 45 21
433. Ray Arsenault 3 45 34
434. Jim Bishop 3 45 34
435. Tom Daggett 3 45 52
436. unknown 3 46 25
437. Dennis Wachs 3 46 56
438. Katherine Pfeiffer* 3 47 15
439. Tom Dunnington 3 47 28
440. Pat Miller 3 47 45
441. Robert Romano 3:47:49 474. Celeste Gagnon* 3:57:23 507. Doug Pierson 4:14:41
442. Ron Gervais 3:47:54 475. Joan Welch* 3:57:28 508. unknown 4:14:41
443. Joe Buckley 3:48:13 476. Mike Hagerman 3:57:37 509. Ron Gary 4:14:48
444. Harold Jordan 3:48:32 477. Tom Delois 3:57:42 510. Pelton Wardwell 4:15:30
445. George Gilfoil 3:48:35 478. Bob Yoffe . 3:57:46 511. Leah Schuman* 4:16:04
446. Elizabeth Meiklejohn* 3:48:37 479. Sheila Flekowskv* 3:57:47 512. Sam Schuman 4:16:17
447. Tim Flynn 3:48:37 480. James Klein 3:58:04 513. Tom Peterson 4:16:32
448. Art Warren 3:48:38 481. John Rothwell 3:58:20 514. Peter Robbin 4:16:44
449. Barry Gold 3:38:44 482. Everett Ingalls 3:58:36 515. Robert Fisher 4:17:19
450. unknown 3:48:47 483. Chuck Conley 3:58:41 516. Ted Perry 4:17:51
451. Roger Williams 3:49:12 484. Christine Bridges* 3:58:45 517. Mason Smith 4:21:46
452. Rick Jansen 3:49:22 485. John Pepper 3:58:59 518. Charles Harlow 4:23:05
453. David Lidstone 3:49:37 486. David Trussell 3:59:18 519. Jean Thomas 4:23:06
454. Bill McKenzie 3:49:37 487. unknown 3:59:31 520. Oswyn Hammond 4:23:34
455. Paul Truisiani 3:50:09 488. Jill Akel 4:00:08 521. David Galli 4:23:49
456. Roch Garand 3:50:11 489. George Brady 4:00:10 522. Robert Bing 4:27:48
457. Nicholas Grandese 3:50:18 490. Jeffrey Preble 4:02:05 523. James Bottomly 4:32:52
453. Richard Dudley 3:50:57 491. Bruce Wood 4:02:19 524. Jerry Krigman 4:33:50
459. Stewart Richmond 3:52:19 492. Sandra Wyman* 4:02:20 525. Sandra Kenworthy* 4:40:24
460. Chris Gould 3:52:26 493. Laurin Gordon 4:05:01 526. Sally Paterson* 4:49:24
461. Gary O'Leary 3:52:26 494. Marion Leschey* 4:05:08 527. Elizabeth Erbe* 4:51:53
462. Mike Robinson 3:52:35 495. Daniel Kleinman 4:05:17 528. Charles Thurber 4:51:58
463. David Plimpton 3:52:37 496. Paul Mersereau 4:05:49 529. Lynne Cooper* 4:57:52
464. Mike Wilson 3:53:22 497. Eugene Waters 4:06:45 530. Robert Soulas 4:57:52
465. Edward McVeigh 3:53:56 498. William McKinley 4:07:13 531. Louise Thurber* 5:01:02
466. Dorothy Cullinan 3:54:19 499. Nicholas San Martino 4:08:19 532. Kendal Sherman 5:01:02
467. unknown 3:55:14 500. Arthur Batson 4:08:41 533. Paul Georges 5:01:02
468. unknown 3:55:47 501. William Hannum 4:11:06 534. Ginny Defede* 5:01:02
469. Paul Pandolfi 3:56:08 502. Leon Hadiaris 4:11:39 535. John LaFreniere 5:04:03
470. George Linnie 3:56:18 503. Ron Ford 4:11:51 536. Roland McCannell 5:04:04
471. Jane Dolley* 3:56:25 504. Charles Elwell 4:13:20 537. Tim Chase 5:07:24
472. Kristina Gordon* 3:56:39 505. Nancy Hill* 4:14:05 538. Peter Curran 5:09:31
473. Martha Thornton* 3:57:14 506. Art Marcoux 4:14:25 539. Brent Tupper 5:09:31




MAINE’S FINEST SELECTION 
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marathon and 10 Mlometer
JAN 23-26 
FROM ONLY 329 00 PER PERSON DOUBLE
I
* Roundtrip Flight Via Scheduled Airlines
* Accommodations at the Deluxe ELBOW BEACH 
HOTEL for three nights along with guests 
Grete Waitz, Greg Meyer, Randy Thomas.
* Breakfast and Dinner Daily
* Transfers to Hotel and Return
* Guest speakers and clinics
* Welcome Cocktail Party
* Spectacular Post Race Party
* All Hotel Taxes and Gratuities
* Personally Hosted by Runners
For Information, Brochures, or Race Applications Contact:
MARATHON TOURS, INC.
2 Bow St., Cambridge, Ma. 02138 
toll-free 800-343-5088 
In Mass, 617-492-3088
Enclosed is $ Deposit ($100 per person). Final payment is due Jan. 1.
NaME(S) ___________________________________ HOME PHONE ______________________
ADDRESS_____________________________________ BUSINESS PHONE ________________
CITY----------------------------------------------STATE________________________ ZIP — __
DEPARTURE CITY ______ _________________________________________________________
Uebe rh^Al/a haijaklA AJ A SB A"FL1/S Al
1st CONSUMERS
GASPING GOBBLER
THANKSGIVING DAY ROAD RACE
10,000 METERS (6.2 MILES) AND 2 MILE FUN RUN. 
GREAT FUN • GREAT PRIZES.
■ Thursday, November 27, 1980
■ 10:00 a.m. Registration begins at 8:30 a.m.
PLACE: Augusta Civic Center. Augusta, Maine. 
(Race course maps available at registration booth.) 
Showers and refreshments will be available to all.
First male and female : 




FREE 1st Consumers jogging hats to the first 
200 finishers.
Trophies and frozen turkeys will be awarded 
in the following categories:
First male.................. Second male ..,
First female.............. Second female
REGISTRATIONS
$3.00 registration fee. 1979 Course Records:
Men, Gerry Clapper, Bucksport, Maine - 32:06. 
Women, Margaret Clapper, Bucksport, Maine - 42:26.
2 MILE FUN RUN:
A special two mile fun run will be featured for all 
non-racing entries. The registration for this event will 
be $2.00. The first 50 finishers will receive 
1st Consumers jogging hats.
1st Consumers Savings Bank Road Race- November 27, 1980.
In consideration of 1st Consumers Savings Bank permit-
ting me to participate in the 1st Consumers Road Race, I 
hereby for myself, my heirs, administrators and assigns 
waive and release any and all rights, and claims of any 
nature that I may have against 1st Consumers Savings 
Bank and any organization connected with this event, 
their representatives, successors and assigns for any 
and all injuries or damages of any nature which I may 






if under 18, must be signed by parent or guardian
MAIL TO: KENT D. WINTERS 







Sponsored by 1st Consumers Savings Bank in cooperation with Capitol Joggers and the Augusta Recreation Department.
For additional information please contact race directors: Dave Jowdry (207)622-7787 or Kent Winters (207)622-4711
Member: FDIC
Wiscasset 4.5 Mile Veterans' Day Road Race 
and 1.5 Mile "Fun Run"
Sponsored by
THE WISCASSET RECREATION DEPARTMENT 







Sunday, November 9, 1980 - 1:00 p.m. Start
- Noon start for 1.5 Mile "Fun Run"
Start and finish at Wiscasset High School, Rte. 27 
(Changing, restroom and shower facilities available)
4.5 miles, wheel measured, featuring scenic country roads 
and wooded trails
★ Commemorative Tote Bags to first 150 Finishers!
★ First Male & Female......................$15.00 gift certificate
★ Second Male & Female....................$10.00 " "
• Also, Trophies for:
Male & Female




40 & Over ...............................................
Wiscasset Resident ...........................
.. First Place
.. First Two Places
.. First Two Places
.. First Two Places
.. First Two Places
.. First Place
• Special Categories: 
Middle of the-pack Award .............. .. Special Gift
Back-of-the-pack Award .................. .. Special Gift
CLUB/TEAM competition .................... .. First - Placque
-V
Is Your Collection Complete?
Make sure you have all 
issues of Maine Running.
If you missed reading of 
the Rowdie Ultra or Ber-
muda, you mustn't have the 
March and April issues.
Did you read of Norma 
mitton's first race or 
Ed Rices's trip to Boston? 
How about lake Waramaug?
If not get the May, June, 
and July issues and catch 
up.
Send $1.00 each tot
HOW DO I SUBSCRIBE TO MAINE RUNNING?
If you want to subscribe to Maine 
Running simply detach the postcard 
below and mail it (15£ stamp) with 
your complete address tot
Maine Running 
P0 Box 259
E. Holden, Me. 04429
When you receive your first issue in 
the mail, dash off a 10 dollar check 
to the address above and you will 
automatically receive 11 more issues.
Maine Running 
P.O. Box 259 
E. Holden, Me.
04429 y
Want to spend your ad 
dollars wisely? Put 
an ad in Maine Running.
Ask the people at the 
Maine Shirt Works or 
the Ski Rack about the 
results.
1/4 page is $10 a month 
1/2 page is $1?
a full interior page 
goes for a mere $32
while the inside covers 
(front and back) sell 
for $50.
«««*«««««»•#«»«*«•«»«
Yes, I simply can not live another day with 
out having a yearly subscription to Maine 
Running Magazine. Make haste in forwarding 
an issue tos
Name «________ ___ _______________ __
Address»__________________________
_________________ _______ Zip_________
STAY HOT THIS WINTER
WE HAVE JUST FILLED THE ATTIC WITH THE LATEST &




GET OVER TO THE ATHLETIC ATTIC...AND GET HOT!
P.S. Come in and try out 
our new treadmill.
RPM’s Maine Running 
P.O. Box 259 
E. Holden, Me. 04429
Auburn Mall 786-2507
Bangor Mall 947-6880
S^BBOWL
